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Foreword 

Since its inception in 2003, Swedwatch has worked to address pressing issues concerning the impacts 

of businesses on human rights and the environment in the Global South. We have seen a growing 

urgency and importance for the work that we do. We have met challenges with determination, 

innovation and pushed for sustainable change through investigations, research, dialogue and 

capacity building. 2017 has shown how our work can deliver transformative change both in Sweden 

and abroad. We have, however, also witnessed worrying trends within the business, human rights 

and environment context. For this reason, we have continually explored how we might further 

contribute when meeting the challenges and opportunities that lie ahead. 

The need for stakeholders to come together within and across countries and sectors cannot be 

overemphasized. 2017 was a year that saw a rise in the number of human rights defenders killed and 

when civil society was expected to face “unprecedented levels of restriction”. 2017 was also the 

second hottest year on record. Climate change effects are impacting millions of people and threaten 

to exacerbate existing inequalities and conflict-dynamics. Women face higher risks and greater 

burdens from the impacts of climate change in situations of poverty - and the majority of the world’s 

poor are women.  

There are also positive initiatives to build on. The Paris Agreement and the UN Sustainable 

Development Goals help pave the way for countries to ensure human rights and environmental 

protection. Legislative progress has also been made in several countries regarding transparency and 

accountability of companies. 

Swedwatch works to create real change for rights holders in the Global South. During 2017 

Swedwatch’s efforts led to: local communities in Sierra Leone gaining access to clean water; the 

empowerment of smallholder tobacco farmers in Bangladesh; and the adoption of corporate policies 

and practices to ensure that passports are not confiscated within the company supply chain. Public 

procurers in Sweden have increased their human rights due diligence practices, for example through 

audits of poultry factories in Thailand, following Swedwatch reports. Swedwatch also substantially 

increased its efforts working with local partners for example through joint research, workshops and 

local launches designed to stimulate dialogue across stakeholder groups and build capacity on 

business and human rights monitoring, research and dialogue. Not surprisingly, the demand for this 

work is growing. 

Looking to the future, Swedwatch will work to increase its contribution to the empowerment of 

rights holders in the Global South and push for positive change through the engagement with 

companies, financial actors and public-sector bodies.  

This progress report focuses on the work conducted by the Swedwatch team during January – 

December 2017 and the results captured during this period. None of this would have been possible 

without the help and generous support of our donors. 

 

 

Alice Blondel    Salomon Abresparr 

Director of Swedwatch   Chairperson of the Swedwatch Board 

https://www.frontlinedefenders.org/en/resource-publication/annual-report-human-rights-defenders-risk-2017
https://www.civicus.org/documents/reports-and-publications/SOCS/2017/state-of-civil-society-report-2017-executive-summary-en.pdf
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/climate-consensus-97-per-cent/2018/jan/02/2017-was-the-hottest-year-on-record-without-an-el-nino-thanks-to-global-warming
http://unfccc.int/gender_and_climate_change/items/7516.php
http://unfccc.int/gender_and_climate_change/items/7516.php


 
 

Executive Summary 

This progress report presents work and activities carried out by Swedwatch in 2017 – a year that saw 
a substantial increase in results and collaboration as well as diversified funding for the organisation. 
Efforts to strengthen the organisation and impact yielded significant outcomes: results across 
Swedwatch’s target groups more than doubled while funding was substantially diversified. These 
trends reflect a strengthened organisation and an increased recognition of, and demand for, 
Swedwatch’s important work.  

Projects and activities addressed challenges and opportunities across Swedwatch identified target 

groups and included both the initiation of new projects and follow-ups of previous projects. During 

2017, Swedwatch’s projects including associated investigative reports focused on issues facing, for 

example, women and indigenous groups in areas such as agriculture, mining, e-waste and public 

procurement. An overview of projects is provided below.   

 

• Climate and Environment: Turning the tide - The urgent need to shift capital flows to climate 

solutions: a case study of ten fund management companies. Although the finance sector has a 

crucial role to play in critical climate transition, a Swedwatch report found that contributions made 

by Swedish investors to reach the goals of the Paris Agreement are not sufficient. The potential for 

positive effects for rights holders in a scenario where the financial sector is fully engaged is, 

however, significant. See Climate and environment: Investor responsibility for people and planet, 

page 18. 

• Community Rights: No business, no rights - Human rights impacts when land investments fail to 

include responsible exit strategies. The case of Addax Bioenergy in Sierra Leone. When land-

related projects fail or stall, local communities are often left with little to rely on. Despite this, such 

risks are rarely addressed by investors. Within a project aimed at highlighting human rights risks 

associated with large agricultural investments in high-risk contexts, Swedwatch’s presented a case 

in which rights holders were affected when the Addax Bioenergy project in Sierra Leone stalled 

and investors exited the project without ensuring that the rights of local communities were 

respected. See also Community rights: Protecting local communities through responsible exits, 

page 22. 

• Labour Rights: Risks associated with the global trend of ntyon-standard employment. A case 

study on India. Employment forms that do not provide full-time and permanent employment are 

increasingly used by companies to secure flexibility in their workforces. This trend increases 

significant risks for workers in terms of employment security and social division in work places, 

including wages and rights to unionisation. In this project, Swedwatch sought to highlight 

companies’ responsibility to handle these challenges, as well as to provide a basis for dialogue 

concerning the fulfilment of SDG 8. See also Labour rights – the risks of non-standard employment, 

page 17. 

• Vulnerable Groups: Silent Approval – The role of banks linked to the crisis faced by Borneo’s 

indigenous peoples and their forests revealed how some of Scandinavia’s largest banks have 

invested in companies linked to violations of the rights of indigenous peoples in Borneo, thus failing 

to meet their responsibility to respect indigenous rights in accordance with international norms 

and standards. See also Vulnerable Groups; indigenous groups and deforestation in Borneo, page 

25.  

• High Risk and Conflict Areas: Fuel for conflict – investors and the case of Lundin Petroleum in 

Sudan concluded that the same banks and state-owned pension funds failed to act in line with 

established frameworks for business and human rights, by responding insufficiently to the 

allegations of severe human rights violations directed against portfolio company Lundin 



 
 

Petroleum. See also High-risk and conflict- human rights violations in the wake of oil exploration in 

Sudan, page 29.  

• Vulnerable groups: Childhood Lost: Diamond mining in the Democratic Republic of the Congo 

and weaknesses of the Kimberley Process highlighted the negative dynamic whereby extraction 

of diamonds is linked to severe human rights violations whilst the jewellery sector does not 

adequately recognise and address the lack of human rights adherence along the supply chains. 

Activities carried out included engaging in dialogue with jewellery business associations and 

presenting the project report in Sweden and abroad. See also Vulnerable groups – Child labour in 

diamond supply chains, page 32. 

• Public procurement: Agents for Change: How public procurers can influence labour conditions in 

global supply chains illustrated the positive human rights and environmental impacts made 

possible through prioritising social criteria in public procurement. During 2017, Swedwatch 

received several invitations to present the report, for example at a public procurement conference 

in Brussels. See also Public procurement – an agent for change, page 35. 

• Labour rights: Fast-tracking consumption. Phone operators are advertising to their consumers to 

trade in their phones for the latest models as often as they like. This report presents problems 

linked to this business model. See also Labour rights: Fast-tracking consumption, page 39. 

• Smokescreens in the supply chain illustrates wide-spread child labour, health impacts, flawed 
contracts with farmers and over-indebtedness in the tobacco supply chain. Swedwatch pushed the 
report’s findings and recommendations to tobacco companies, mainly British American Tobacco 
(BAT) and to shareholders and investors through seminars, open letters and by attending BAT’s 
annual general meeting. See also Community rights: Risks in the tobacco supply chain, page 37.  
 

Swedwatch increased its strategic and holistic approach to awareness activities, which resulted in 
numerous impactful articles, conferences, stakeholder consultations, training events and lectures 
chosen in relation to Swedwatch’s priority areas. Swedwatch also took steps to increase its ties to 
organisations with similar and/or complementing focuses within Sweden and abroad and reviewed 
how best to ensure that change and awareness activities might reach stakeholders in the Global 
South. See also Awareness Activities, page 22.  

Swedwatch recorded significant change results across its three target groups; within the primary 

target group, companies and financial actors, Swedwatch noted 41 change results and also captured 

22 change results within public actors and 13 within the target group stakeholders in the Global 

South. Changes were directly tied to reports and activities conducted by Swedwatch, follow-up 

dialogues, external commissions, media appearances, and other activities.  

Swedwatch also worked to consolidate its strategic direction toward its long-term goal. A 

comprehensive strategy-review was initiated, and significant steps were taken to strengthen our 

results-based management, tools and methodological instruments. This aids the streamlining of, for 

example, Sustainable Development Goals-, conflict-, gender- and environment perspectives within 

Swedwatch’s research, awareness-raising, dialogue, capacity building and exchange.  

Significantly, most recorded changes were at organisational levels thereby delivering impact at a 

macro-level in, for example, corporations and increasing the likelihood for far-reaching positive 

change. Swedwatch has identified significant potential to increase its capacity to work with 

stakeholders in the Global South and is actively pursuing its goals within research projects and capacity 

development and exchange. Change results within all three target groups are still being harnessed and 

this is an on-going process.  

 



 
 

  

Table 1 Examples of change results 2017 

Target Group Swedwatch activity Change Comment 

Companies and 
Financial Actors 

Smokescreens in 
the Supply (Report) 

Bangladeshi tobacco farmers 
contracted by company BAT are 
now provided with contracts in 
their local language and with 
clauses on price and quantity of 
tobacco. 

The contracts have the 
potential to substantially 
decrease the vulnerability and 
exposure to cycles of poverty 
by farmers and farming 
communities. 

Labour rights in the 
Gulf region (Round 
table) 

Dairy company Arla introduced a 
policy that forbids the 
confiscation of workers’ 
passports throughout their 
supply chains.   

This change, which Arla 
attributes to dialogue with 
Swedwatch, is expected to 
positively impact the lives of 
migrant workers in the Gulf 
region. 

Public Actors Trapped in the 

Kitchen of the 

World (Report) 

SKL Kommentus Central 
Purchasing Body, representing 90 
Swedish municipalities and 21 
county councils conducted audits 
at chicken factories in Thailand. 

Audits have the potential to 
instigate substantial positive 
change for migrant workers in 
Thailand’s poultry sector and 
to raise awareness of the 
complexity of risks in supply 
chains for food items among 
public procurers, some of 
which took part in the actual 
audits.  

Agents for Change 

(Report) 

The report has been used at 
numerous occasions by the 
National Office for the 
Collaboration on Sustainable 
Procurement in lectures, 
trainings and outreach activities 
and was also presented at a 
public procurement conference 
in Brussels. 

Increased awareness on social 
criteria in procurement 
processes and practices is key 
to make public actors 
contribute to a sustainable 
development, not the least 
among public entities in the 
EU who are relatively new to 
the use of social criteria and 
human rights in their tender 
processes. 

Stakeholders in 
the Global South 

Trainings in Sierra 

Leone  

Increased capacity of human 
rights organisations in Sierra 
Leone and Liberia on how 
research and monitoring of 
businesses impacts on human 
rights and environment can be 
connected to international norms 
and standards such as the 
UNGPs. 

Trainings were designed to 
increase research capacity 
and, in this case, strengthen 
cross-border cooperation that 
can facilitate the CSOs’ work 
to ensure the rights of local 
communities. Strengthening 
the work of local CSO:s is 
imperative in empowering 
rights holders in the Global 
South and in increasing their 
capacity to identify and report 
on business misconduct. 

No business, No 

rights (Report) 

Swedwatch’s research revealed 
human rights challenges for local 
communities, of which one was 
severe water problems at a 
bioenergy project site. As a result 

Access to clean water is a basic 
human right, and lack of water 
often adversely affect girls and 
women. Provided access to 
water was in this case both 



 
 

Target Group Swedwatch activity Change Comment 

of Swedwatch and local partner 
Silfnorf’s engagement with 
community representatives and 
the national Environmental 
Protection Agency, communities 
were provided access to water.   

important to local 
communities and the girls and 
women therein, and a good 
example of how joint efforts 
by Swedwatch and local 
organisations can result in 
concrete change. 

 

1 About Swedwatch 

Swedwatch is an independent, not-for-profit organisation working to contribute to long-lasting change 
for people adversely affected by business operations through more responsible company behaviour. 
The overarching aim is to contribute to reduced poverty and sustainable development in the Global 
South. Through research, dialogue and capacity development, Swedwatch has been able to drive 
substantial positive change for rights holders since the organisation was established in 2003.  

Swedwatch’s long-term goal is to ensure that actors within the business sector and public sector follow 
international norms regarding human rights and the environment and contribute to poverty alleviation 
and sustainable development.  
 
Swedwatch has conducted research and investigations in over 40 countries, uncovering adverse 
conditions at factories, plantations, mines and other work sites. We have published almost 90 reports 
covering sectors such as the extractives industries, agriculture, textiles, the food industry and tourism. 
As found following our monitoring, evaluation and learning process, Swedwatch’s work has led to an 
increased awareness of human rights risks and environmental impacts on the part of companies, 
decision-makers and the general public in Sweden, and helped achieve greater influence for workers, 
local communities and civil society organisations in the Global South. Although there is a general 
increased awareness about companies’ responsibilities as regards to its value chains, it is essential to 
drive new issues and approaches forward to ensure that companies and other actors are progressing 
so that affected stakeholders in the Global South are given a stronger voice. 
 
Swedwatch’s work is based on internationally recognised frameworks as outlined in international 
human rights law, environmental laws and standards, international conventions and other voluntary 
standards such as the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), the United Nations Guiding Principles 
on Business and Human Rights (UNGPs) and The OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises. While 
Swedwatch’s goal is the fulfilment by companies and state actors of these standards, Swedwatch also 
recognises the need to continuously work to strengthen their relevance, ownership and 
implementation on both international and national levels for the benefit of rights holders globally. 
 

1.1 Thematic focus areas 

Swedwatch’s work seeks to create positive change in areas where there is an urgent need, identified 
by rights holders, for increased responsibility by both corporations and states within the area of human 
rights and the environment. Swedwatch categorises these into six thematic areas, all of which were 
reflected in projects conducted in 2016 and 2017 and described in this report.  
 

• Climate and Environment 

• Community Rights 

• High Risk and Conflict Areas 



 
 

• Labour Rights 

• Public Procurement 

• Vulnerable Groups 

1.2 Swedwatch strategy  

To achieve its goals, Swedwatch employs a horizontal and vertical strategy. The former refers to issues-
scanning, research, investigations and reporting which captures the needs of stakeholders in the 
Global South and the gaps and opportunities regarding corporations’ roles and responsibilities. The 
vertical approach refers to the extensive dialogue and awareness activities that Swedwatch promotes 
and engages in across stakeholder groups.  
 
To ensure added value and efficiency, Swedwatch initiated a comprehensive review of its strategy in 
2017. This has included the involvement of board members, member organisations and the secretariat 
and is a process that will continue in 2018. Central to this review is the assessment of how Swedwatch’s 
work relates to changing trends and challenges within the area of business, human rights and the 
environment, and how Swedwatch can build on existing findings and strengths in order to increase 
results across all target groups with rights-perspective at the centre. Swedwatch’s targets groups and 
current medium-term goals are listed in the table below. 
 
Table 2 Overview of Goals and Target groups  

Overview Summary 

 
Swedwatch’s long-
term goal: 

 
Actors within the business sector and public sector follow international 
norms regarding human rights and the environment and contribute to 
poverty alleviation and sustainable development in the Global South. 

Target Groups Medium-term Goals  

 
Companies and 
financial actors 

 
Fulfil the criteria for international practice by applying international 
environmental and human rights standards in their value chains to a greater 
extent with the help of more stringent legislation and active application by 
government bodies. 
 

 
Public-sector bodies 
 

 
Apply international environmental and human rights standards in 
procurement processes and investments to a greater extent and fulfil the 
criteria for international best practice with the help of more stringent 
legislation that is actively applied. 

 

 
Stakeholders in the 
Global South 

 
Those affected by business interests and investments have increased 
awareness of companies’ responsibilities and are actively involved in 
dialogues and advocacy work to defend their environmental and human 
rights. 

 

 
Anticipated 
outcomes (summary 
of short-term 
objectives): 

 

• Companies and public-sector bodies targeted by Swedwatch’s projects 
have improved their capacity and communicated their commitment to 
reducing negative impacts on the environment and human rights and 



 
 

Overview Summary 

are working to achieve best international practice.  
 

• Relevant international frameworks for corporate responsibility, 
responsible procurement and investment are more clearly integrated 
into laws, regulations and guidelines and are applied more 
systematically to companies’ value chains in the Global South. 
 

• Stakeholders in the Global South that are the focus of Swedwatch’s 
projects have increased access to information, greater capacity and 
access to forums and channels through which to conduct dialogue and 
undertake advocacy work for corporate responsibility in the areas of 
the environment and human rights. 

 

 

2 Governance and operations 
 

Swedwatch is constituted of its Board, member organisations and the secretariat. The three entities 
work closely to ensure good governance, delivery, development and improvement of Swedwatch’s 
work and efficiency and to ensure that Swedwatch is well-positioned to drive change in the area of 
business, human rights and the environment globally.  

2.1 The Swedwatch Board  

Swedwatch’s overall governing body is the Annual General Meeting (AGM). The AGM elects the 
members of the Board, which is made up of representatives from each member organisation. During 
2017, the Board convened six times. The AGM was held on May 29, 2017, and elected Salomon 
Abresparr from the Swedish Society for Nature Conservation (SSNC) as Chairperson of the Board. 
Karin Ericsson was elected Vice Chairperson and Work Environment Representative of the Board.  
 
During 2017, the Board focused its efforts on consolidation and strategic direction, and included the 
adoption of: 
 

➢ A new fundraising strategy, March 2017:  Facilitates the diversification of income to 
Swedwatch and is designed to increase donor acquisition and engagement. 

➢ A new procurement policy, May 2017: The policy was accompanied by a partly new set of 

guidelines defining the procedures for procurement and purchasing at given thresholds, to 

ensure best value for money and inclusion of environmental and social criteria.   

➢ A new staff and work environment policy, September 2017: Outlines personnel and work 
environment policies and procedures. The Swedwatch Board and Director also attended a one-
day tailored training of Boards regarding work environment. 

➢ A new member organisation-, Board-, and secretariat evaluation and planning process: 
consolidates internal and external monitoring, evaluation and lessons-learnt processes and 
helps ensure strengthened planning and strategic focus. The new process has been integral in 
harnessing expertise and outcomes across its stakeholders. 

 

2.2 Swedwatch’s Member Organisations 

Swedwatch has six member organisations: Afrikagrupperna, the Church of Sweden, Diakonia, Fair 
Action, the Swedish Society for Nature Conservation and Solidarity Sweden – Latin America. In total, 



 
 

the member organisations are connected to rights holders through hundreds of partner organisations 
operating in countries and regions in which Swedwatch focuses its research and impact goals. This 
strongly supports efforts by Swedwatch to ensure project and activity impact and relevance, dialogue 
and capacity development with rights holders at the centre. 
 
Strong, broad-based ownership is important for legitimacy and member organisations may be engaged 
in Swedwatch’s work throughout project stages. Member organisations integrate Swedwatch’s work 
into their activities and use relevant reports in their own work within advocacy and awareness-raising 
as well as locally by partner organisations. As the member organisations are often part of all or several 
stages of a change project – from planning to post-launch work – they may also provide financial 
resources for individual reports and invest personnel resources which are converted to in-kind 
contributions. Contributions by member organisations over the course of 2017 increased by 61 per 
cent. 
 
 
Table 3 Overview of member organisations 

Member organisations  

 

 

 
Afrikagrupperna is a solidarity organisation that works together with 
partner organisations in Southern Africa and undertakes information and 
advocacy work in Sweden. The main areas of focus for the organisation 
are trade, natural resources and food sovereignty, working and living 
conditions, women’s rights and HIV and sexual and reproductive health 
and rights (SRHR). www.afrikagrupperna.se.  

 

 

 
The main areas of focus of Diakonia’s work on development cooperation 
are democratisation, human rights, equality, economic and social justice, 
and peace and reconciliation. Their work is founded on people’s desire 
and ability to change and improve the world. They work in partnership 
with around 400 local organisations, associations and grassroots 
movements in around 30 countries. www.diakonia.se 
 

 

 

 

 
Fair Action is a not-for-profit organisation which works to promote more 
equitable trade. Fair Action monitors Swedish companies’ trade with 
low-income countries and run campaigns and consumer awareness 
programmes to persuade companies to trade with due respect for people 
and the environment. www.fairaction.se 
 

 

 

 
Solidarity Sweden-Latin America works together with popular 
movements in Latin America to establish an equitable and sustainable 
society and an equitable distribution of the earth’s resources. Solidarity 
Sweden-Latin America’s partners are organised smallholders, agricultural 
workers and indigenous people from the strong, social movements Via 
Campesina and the indigenous peoples’ movement. 
www.latinamerikagrupperna.se 
 

http://www.afrikagrupperna.se/
http://www.diakonia.se/
http://www.fairaction.se/
http://www.latinamerikagrupperna.se/


 
 

 

 

 
The Swedish Society for Nature Conservation works on environmental 
issues, with a focus mainly on forests, agriculture, climate, marine 
ecosystems and fishing, plus environmental toxins. Swedwatch and the 
Swedish Society for Nature Conservation work in partnership on 
investigative reports aimed at making Swedish consumers aware of the 
negative impact our consumption in the North has on countries in the 
South. www.naturskyddsforeningen.se 
 

 

 

 

 
The Church of Sweden primarily prioritises cases concerning the right to 
food and water, the situation in conflict zones, respect for human rights 
and the situation of migrant workers. It has partner organisations in 
around 25 countries in Central and South America, Asia, Africa and the 
Middle East. In its capacity as shareholder, the Church of Sweden works 
to promote active shareholding through dialogues with companies 
working closely with Swedwatch and the Church’s international 
department and finance unit.  
www.svenskakyrkan.se 
 

 

Apart from creating valuable synergies, member organisations may also benefit in different ways from 

being part of Swedwatch’s work. In joint monitoring and evaluation sessions conducted in early 2018, 

member organisations expressed several points of significant added value that Swedwatch’s work 

brings to their work. These included that Swedwatch’s reports are often used in member organisation’s 

own dialogues with companies and other actors, and that the high quality and credibility of the reports 

mean they can be used over long periods of time. According to some of the member organisations, 

Swedwatch’s reports are also valuable and used in capacity building work done by themselves or 

partner organisations in the Global South. Swedwatch reputation and legitimacy was also identified as 

added-value to their own advocacy and awareness activities. The broad national and international 

media attention that Swedwatch’s reports and activities often generate, which can be of great value 

both in terms of awareness-raising and support for advocacy work, was also highlighted as an added 

value by some member organisations.  

2.3 The Swedwatch Secretariat 

Swedwatch’s increased recognition as an expert voice on business, human rights and the 
environment in Sweden and also abroad draws on the quality of the team’s strategic work, 
innovation, expertise and day-to-day execution towards Swedwatch goals. This in turn helps to 
ensure continuous improvement and change within Swedwatch’s main target groups: companies, 
public actors and rights holders.  
 
The Swedwatch team consists of eleven employees, averaging ten full time positions, and is made up 
of a Director, a Head of Research, a Head of Finance & Administration, a Head of Communications and 
seven Researchers. All staff members hold expertise on matters relating to business, human rights and 
the environment. Swedwatch has one office and is based in Stockholm, Sweden. 
 
The Secretariat works continuously to review approaches and methodology, to ensure that research 
and other activities are of high relevance and quality. Swedwatch has a well-established monitoring, 
evaluation (M&E) and learning process which includes continuous results-capture and twice-annual 
full-day reviews of activities and results. A key element of this process is the learning component, as it 

http://www.naturskyddsforeningen.se/


 
 

allows Swedwatch to identify strengths and challenges going forward, and thus harness lessons 
learned in order to ensure that Swedwatch effectively contributing to real change. 
 
Swedwatch continuously develops tools and methodological materials to help its staff operationalise 
Swedwatch strategy and a rights-based approach. Over the course of 2017, Swedwatch focused these 
efforts on the following: 
 

➢ The development of a responsibility assignment matrix (RATSI); which clarifies steps, roles and 
responsibilities in change projects. This helps ensure that Swedwatch uses its resources in the 
most efficient manner and that the most qualitative and relevant output is created with 
available resources. 

➢ The development of new feedback report templates. These are designed to improve the 
processes of producing reports, time and risk management and to ensure that Swedwatch’s 
research projects reach the highest level of quality and relevance to cover challenges, issues 
and trends within the field of business, human rights and environment. 

➢ The development of new methods by which to submit ideas and issues in short and long form, 
open to all. This will improve Swedwatch’s process to develop solid research projects and 
reports that illustrate challenges, issues and trends within the field of business, human rights 
and environment that are valuable tools for stakeholders and rights holders in the Global 
South, and that fulfil Swedwatch’s organisational goals and targets to an even wider extent 
than before. 

➢ Review of Swedwatch’s research methodology and existing project-management tools is 
continuously ongoing to ensure that the processes for designing projects, conducting research 
and field trips, collaborating with local partners and so on are adapted to the identified 
challenges within each project. The further development of Swedwatch’s methodology seeks 
to address the trend of shrinking space for civil society and improves the organisation’s 
strategies to address issues and mitigate risks that may surround local communities, rights 
holders and other stakeholders affected by business activities that are subject to, and included 
in, Swedwatch’s change projects. 

➢ The development of a new project plan format that will integrate strategic approaches to 
projects. It also streamlines monitoring and evaluation and considerations such as gender 
perspectives and the perspective of rights holders as well as for example communications, 
quality and time management. The new project plan format will improve the conditions for 
Swedwatch to design projects that fulfil its organisational goals and targets. 

➢ Environmental scans through internal workshops performed during the year, aiming to identify 
trends within the area of business, human rights and the environment. This ensures 
Swedwatch to remains up-to-date on trends, challenges and opportunities within in our field 
of work.  

 
Staff also underwent several capacity-building trainings over the course of 2017. These included 
courses on security management, security in the field, work environment and e-learning Microsoft 
Office. 
 
 

3 Important developments in 2017 
 

During 2017, Swedwatch continued to develop its strategic direction and operational tools in order 

to strengthen the organisation and the efficiency and reach of its work within identified thematic 

areas. Throughout the year, Swedwatch has increasingly been asked and provided trainings, launches 

and briefings in countries where Swedwatch has conducted research or scoping visits. Swedwatch 

has also noted a significant increase in results that improve the lives of rights holders, likely due to 



 
 

continuous review as part of its results-based management (RBM) and focus on ensuring that 

projects and activities place the perspective of rights holders at center. In order to explore synergies 

and expand reach and awareness, Swedwatch also increased its dialogue with Swedish state actors, 

including embassies in Thailand, Liberia, Myanmar, India and Malaysia.  

Diversified financing 

The new fundraising policy adopted by Swedwatch in March 2017 enables Swedwatch to strengthen 

its financial make-up. Results have already been noted and these are outlined below. 

• Swedwatch was granted EUR 292 000 by the European Union (EU) for an ambitious project 

that will help ensure sustainable supply chains in the ICT industry. The project titled ‘Make ICT 

Fair’, is led by Swedwatch and includes ten partner organisations across Europe. The project 

starting date was 1 November 2017 and will stretch over three years to October 2020.  

• Swedwatch was granted SEK 900 000 by the Swedish Consumer Agency for a project aimed at 

raising awareness among young consumers on human rights risks in global supply chains, 

which includes developing educational materials for schools. The application was granted in 

early 2018 and will run throughout the year. 

• Swedwatch increased income from external commissions by 43 percent.  

• Swedwatch member organisations increased their financial contributions by 61 percent, as 

well as their in-kind contributions through investing more time in Swedwatch-related 

activities. 

Stakeholders in the Global South 

Swedwatch has built significantly on its engagement with stakeholders in the Global South as this lies 

at the core of the organisation’s work and helps ensure that rights holders perspectives are always at 

centre. For example, while conducting field research, Swedwatch usually meets with different actors 

such as local CSOs, community members, indigenous groups or human rights defenders. This is vital 

in order to capture different perspectives from local stakeholders, including perspective relating to 

gender and conflict contexts. Swedwatch also connects with this important target group through 

conferences, in consultations or trainings or through invitations by Swedwatch to activities in 

Sweden. This exchange of ideas and experiences helps Swedwatch ensure focus on the most pressing 

issues. Following a review and measures adopted to ensure increased attention and capture of 

results connected to stakeholders in the Global South, Swedwatch noted an extensive increase of 

results within this target group during the year.  

Increased international engagements:  

In order to maximise results and consolidate efforts across stakeholder groups also outside of 

Sweden, Swedwatch worked to increase its international reach and focus. This resulted in a 

heightened international interest in the work of Swedwatch, resulting among others in the following 

engagements;  

• An invitation to participate in a conference on sustainable public procurement in Brussels, 
hosted by the Belgian government agency Federal Institute on Sustainable Development in 
May 2017, to present the findings of Swedwatch’s report Agents for Change. Swedwatch also 
participated in a subsequent round table, together with Belgian authorities. 

• Swedwatch submitted an application for consultative status with the UN Economic and Social 
Council. International organisations recommended that Swedwatch do this as its expertise and 
input has been deemed valuable for states, companies, financial actors and CSOs globally.  

• Swedwatch was invited to apply for membership of a UN network promoting sustainable 
public procurement practices within its Environment Program, UNEP (see “New and existing 
partnerships” below).  



 
 

• Swedwatch participated in a European Parliament conference on mandatory human rights due 
diligence in Brussels and met with the Head of Cabinet to the European Commissioner for 
Trade, as well as with representatives of the Foreign Trade Association.   

• Swedwatch continued to review and scope the possible added-value of representation abroad. 
Initial findings indicate that presence in local contexts would increase engagement and 
increase capture of the perspectives of rights holders. The issue will be further explored in 
2018. 
 

4 New and existing partnerships 
 

Swedwatch values collaboration and is part of, and engaged in, several networks and partnerships, 

some of which are listed below. Besides the applications to ECOSOC and UNEP mentioned above, 

Swedwatch was during the year invited to join networks such as the European Responsible 

Investment Network (ERIN) and a Swedish Standards Institute (SIS) Technical Committee. The 

following are examples of notable partnerships that Swedwatch believes will increase its impact for 

people living in poverty: 

Make ICT Fair is an EU-funded project aiming to improve the lives of workers and 

communities affected by the information and communication technology (ICT) supply 

chains. Swedwatch is the project coordinator and the project will be carried out 

together with ten other European organisations. The project began in November 

2017 and will run for three years. Activities within the project will include research and reports, 

trainings, awareness-raising activities and advocacy in Sweden and Europe. The overall objective of the 

project is to increase EU citizens’ knowledge of EU development cooperation within the context of the 

Sustainable Development Goals, raise awareness and understanding among of EU citizens and decision 

makers on the interdependencies between the Global South and Europe and to mobilise EU citizens, 

decision makers and ICT purchasers working in the EU public sector to improve workers' and 

communities' rights and conditions in the ICT industry. 

 

Swedwatch was invited to join a Swedish Standards Institute (SIS) Swedish Technical 

Mirror Committee which contributes to the development of a global ISO standard on 

traceability in chains of custody. The committee provides input and recommendations 

to the international secretariat’s work that aims to create a generic standard for 

chains of custody. Swedwatch was asked to join the network to help ensure that human rights aspects 

are considered and to provide expertise on challenges and opportunities on transparency and 

traceability. During 2017 Swedwatch provided input on this aspect at three meetings. 

 
The European Responsible Investment Network (ERIN) is a network of 

organisations committed to promoting sustainable investment system 

across Europe. Members share knowledge, develop joint projects and 

work together to champion sustainable and responsible investments, for example through focus on 

large investors and shareholder activism for corporate behavior. Swedwatch’s expertise, research and 

case studies provide entry-points for ERIN members across Europe to engage with investors and 

companies.  

 

The European Working Group on Ethical Public Procurement (EWGEPP) is a network 
of organizations, public procurers and governmental bodies from several European 
countries who share an objective of developing and promoting sustainable and 
ethical trade practices in public procurement in European countries. In one of the 



 
 

group’s meetings in May 2017 in Rome, Swedwatch and EWGEPP partners met with representatives 
from the Italian Ministry of Environment to discuss and share the possibility and best practice of 
implementing social criteria in public contracts in the EU. 

 

The European Coalition for Corporate Justice (ECCJ) is a network of more than 

250 NGOs from 15 countries. The network advocates for European laws that 

guarantee corporate accountability and transparency. Swedwatch is actively 

engaged in the Swedish ECCJ section and is part of a smaller working group that 

reviews and assesses proposals on mandatory Human Rights Due Diligence 

(HRDD) for Swedish companies. In 2017, the working group invited prominent Swedish legal experts 

to discuss the way forward for such a proposal, and the group continues to explore avenues. 

Activities are expected to intensify after Sweden’s 2018 general elections. Swedwatch has over the 

past years represented Swedish ECCJ members during the annual network meetings at the European 

level.  

 

The Business, Conflict and Human Rights Network gathers NGOs and 

researchers with the aim to analyse the role of companies and how they impact 

human rights and the environment in conflict affected contexts. The network is 

developing a working group that will focus on the role of companies in peace 

building. As Swedwatch is exploring how to substantially intensify its contribution to this specific topic 

during 2018, Swedwatch intends to take part of the working group in 2018.    

 

CONCORD Sweden is the Swedish platform of CONCORD Europe (European Civil 

Society Organisations Confederation for Relief and Development). CONCORD 

Sweden promotes cooperation, collaboration and joint advocacy initiatives on issues 

such as policy coherence, the implementation of the Sustainable Development 

Goals, shrinking space, aid effectiveness and other development policy issues targeting mainly EU 

institutions and Swedish decision-makers. Swedwatch is part of CONCORD Sweden’s Expert 

Group on Business and Human Rights which actively pushes to raise the business and human 

rights perspective on the political agenda, and as such provides input to reports, advocacy work 

and policy dialogue. 

 

 UNEP 10YFP: Following an invitation to apply for membership of the UN 

Environment Program’s network 10YFP Sustainable Public Procurement 

Programme, which promotes global sustainable public procurement practices, 

Swedwatch joined the network in August 2017. 10YFP is short for the 10-Year 

Framework of Programmes on Sustainable Consumption and Production Patterns and is a global UN 

framework working to strengthen international cooperation on sustainable public procurement. 

5 Projects, activities and outputs  
 

Swedwatch’s long-term goal is that actors within the business and public sector follow international 

norms regarding human rights and the environment and contribute to poverty alleviation and 

sustainable development in the Global South. Integral to the attainment of this goal is Swedwatch’s 

work to ensure that stakeholders in the Global South have increased access to information, greater 



 
 

capacity and access to forums and channels through which to conduct dialogue and undertake 

advocacy work for corporate responsibility in the areas of the environment and human rights.  

Swedwatch achieves results through a combination of approaches and activities categorised as 
research, dialogue, capacity development and exchange and expert inputs. Swedwatch’s work is 
generally divided into change projects and awareness activities, where change projects often include 
investigative reports with specific objectives and recommendations to identified target groups. The 
work is followed up over an extended period of time. Awareness activities, also critical to 
Swedwatch’s approach, may touch on macro questions or are developed to help drive change on 
specific issues. Activities include op-ed pieces, social media campaigns, articles, conferences, 
stakeholder consultations, training events and lectures. They are used to complement the other work 
of the organisation and to lift important issues onto the agenda regarding business, human rights and 
the environment. 

Descriptions of Swedwatch’s work on selected change projects and awareness activities conducted in 
2017 are detailed below. 

5.1 Change projects 

During the year, Swedwatch initiated or continued work on several significant change projects. 
Together, these addressed business, human rights and environment challenges and opportunities 
across Swedwatch target groups within the thematic focus areas of climate and environment, high-risk 
and conflict areas, vulnerable groups and labour rights. The projects led to noteworthy results and 
positive change for rights holders, in particular women in local communities exposed to poverty and 
food and water insecurity. Cases and/or activities have primarily involved the following countries: 
Bangladesh, Borneo (Malaysia, Brunei, Indonesia), Myanmar, the Democratic Republic of the Congo, 
India, Liberia, Sierra Leone and South Sudan. 

Projects continued from previous years focused on high-risk and conflict areas, the rights of women 
and children, food security, and highlighted the role of public procurement. New projects launched 
addressed cross-cutting issues such as shrinking space, remediation, investor responsibility, working 
conditions and labour rights, exit strategies and transparency in sectors such as manufacturing, coal 
mining, palm oil extraction and oil excavation. Swedwatch continued work with projects from previous 
years has also allowed for the monitoring of changes and the active participation as experts in dialogue 
forums in Sweden and internationally.  

In March 2017, Swedwatch launched a project with an adjoining report titled Silent Approval. The 
project reviewed the responsibilities of banks when investing in companies accused of being linked to 
or having caused or contributed to human rights violations and environmental degradation. Silent 
Approval presented findings from Swedwatch investigations in two areas of Borneo and focused on 
the pressing challenges faced by indigenous communities as regards conflict, food insecurity and 
increased poverty. The report was developed in partnership with the Swedish branch of the 
international NGO Fair Finance Guide (FFG) and was coordinated with the launch of the film The Borneo 
Case. The project was conducted in collaboration with Swedwatch’s member organisations the 
Swedish Society for Nature Conservation and Fair Action. 

The project report Fuel for Conflict addressed the urgent need for banks to conduct human rights due 
diligence when companies they invest in operate in high risk and conflict areas. The report reviewed a 
timeline of events during the war and the extraction of natural resources in South Sudan. For both 
Silent Approval and Fuel for Conflict, cooperation with FFG contributed to Swedwatch’s objective to 
reach out to bank retail consumers with the research findings in these specific reports.  



 
 

Swedwatch also addressed issues related to climate and the environment. The report Turning the Tide 
was supported by two of Swedwatch’s member organisations; the Church of Sweden and the Swedish 
Society for Nature Conservation. It scrutinised what climate steps Swedish fund management 
companies had taken to meet the goals of the Paris Agreement and was a follow-up of a Swedwatch 
investigation published in 2015.  

The importance of responsible exit strategies with a rights-perspective was highlighted in the 
Swedwatch report No Business, No Rights. It built on previous reports by Swedwatch, specifically the 
2013 report Cut and Run with a case study from Liberia and the 2013 report No Land, No Power with 
a case study from Sierra Leone. Both reports depicted how already marginalised groups, mainly women 
and children, are particularly exposed to associated risks and how food security has increased over 
recent years. The report was supported by the Church of Sweden and a foreword for the report was 
written by Hilal Elver, the UN Special Rapporteur on the Right to Food.  

Toward the end of 2017, Swedwatch launched a project aimed at enabling dialogue across stakeholder 
groups to address challenges associated with the global trend of non-standard employment. Non-
standard employment reflects a business model that enables flexibility for employers and includes a 
large share of workers on short term contracts, contract workers, and outsourced personnel. However, 
challenges associated with this trend should be addressed as they risk the fulfilment of Sustainable 
Development Goal 8; Decent work and economic growth. A report was published that used a case 
study in the manufacturing industry in India as an example to highlight the issue and challenges. The 
report presented findings on local and international laws and guidelines and concluded that companies 
have a responsibility to address the risks linked to non-standard employment forms, especially in 
countries with weak legislation or social security.   
 
During 2017, Swedwatch also initiated work on future change projects within four of Swedwatch’s 
thematic areas; High-risk and Conflict Areas, Vulnerable Groups, Labour Rights and Community Rights. 
Together, these projects will examine issues such as a shrinking space in repressive regimes and the 
responsibilities of companies for human rights and the environment in public procurement, client-
provider relationships, and in second and third tier supply chains. 
 
Projects launched in 2017, or continued from 2016, are outlined in detail below. 
 

5.1.1 Labour rights: The risks of non-standard employment 
Globally, there exists an increase in the prevalence of non-standard employment – a form of work 
that reflects a business model which grants often-needed flexibility for employers but relies on short 
term contracts, contract workers, and outsourced personnel. Swedwatch identified serious human 
rights risks associated with this trend. Unless addressed, these may undermine the fulfilment of SDG 
8, decent work, and SDG 10, reduced inequality. Swedwatch identified a pressing need for dialogue 
amongst relevant stakeholders in order to address this and other labour-rights related challenges. 
After thorough research and investigations, a report was published which presented relevant laws 
and guidelines as well as a case study within the manufacturing industry in India.  
 

Table 4 Project overview - Risks associated with the global trend of non-standard employment 

Project overview 

Thematic focus Labour Rights 

Primary target groups Volvo and other companies using non-standard 

employment forms 



 
 

Sector Manufacturing 

Region/country Global – case study in India 

     

 
 

Issue description 
Almost four out of five workers in developing countries are in vulnerable 
forms of employment, commonly typified by lacking formal work 
arrangements and decent working conditions. According to the 
International Labour Organisation (ILO), insecure forms of employment are 
growing in labour markets globally and unemployment was expected to rise 
by a staggering 3.4 million in 2017. The number of workers in vulnerable 
employment is expected to rise by 11 million per year, primarily in Southern 
Asia and sub-Saharan Africa. This negative trend threatens to exacerbate 
existing inequalities globally and underpin structural violence and conflict 
between stakeholder groups.  
 

In order to address this challenge, Swedwatch identified an urgency to highlight the perspective of 
rights holders and to encourage increased dialogue between state actors, companies and rights 
holders on how to address risks and challenges. Swedwatch conducted research in India - a country 
that is expected to house the largest workforce in the world by 2026, while its current labour force 
faces extensive challenges primarily due to the vast majority of people being in informal employment. 
India has also for many years been an important market for multinational industrial companies and is 
one of Sweden’s largest trading partners in Asia. The briefing built on a case study from Bangalore, 
India, where Swedwatch conducted interviews with local management representatives, union 
representatives and workers at a bus and a truck factory owned by Volvo Group.  
 
Key findings 
Although India has legislation aimed at protecting workers engaged in non-standard forms of 
employment, Swedwatch’s findings in the report Risks associated with the global trend of non-
standard Employment - A case study on India indicated that this is likely insufficient. For instance, 
several workers that are paid above legal minimum wage claimed their wages were not enough to live 
on and support a family. Workers interviewed also voiced concerns regarding conflict amongst 
standard and non-standard employees, employment insecurity, fear of raising grievances and social 
divides at the workplace. These adverse impacts require companies with non-standard forms of 
employment prevalent in their value chains to act responsibly in identifying, mitigating and managing 
these risks. Recommendations included ensuring consultation with workers and the address of human 
rights risks within companies’ human rights due diligence in accordance with the UN Guiding Principles 
on Business and Human Rights. Furthermore, state actors were recommended to contribute to the 
fulfilment of SDG 8 on decent work and economic growth through identifying and addressing 
challenges specific to non-standard employment.  

 
Reception and going forward 
The briefing was published on 22 December 2017. On the same day, Swedwatch presented findings of 
the report to officials of the Swedish Embassy in India and explored possible synergies and possibilities 

http://www.swedwatch.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/88_final.pdf
http://www.swedwatch.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/88_final.pdf


 
 

of co-arranging a round table with companies, rights holders and other relevant stakeholders in India 
during 2018.  Swedwatch will use the report to raise awareness of challenges and to drive sector-wide 
platforms for multi-stakeholder dialogue, round tables and other events to address issues and 
challenges in non-standard forms of employment which were highlighted in the briefing. 

  

5.1.2 Climate and environment: Investor responsibility for people and planet 

 
Climate change is one of the greatest human rights challenges of our time and 

its effects are already being felt by hundreds of millions of people around the 

world. Women and men living in poverty are hit the hardest: they usually 

depend heavily on local ecosystems and have limited alternatives once existing 

ecosystems are deteriorated. Extreme weather events and sea level rise also 

impact people living in poverty hardest. Climate change also acts as a threat-

multiplier to structural violence and conflict and may underpin existing human 

rights challenges including the right to shelter, health, food and water. While a 

healthy and sustainable environment is necessary for the full enjoyment of 

human rights, including rights to life and health, the fulfilment of human rights 

– including the right to information, participation, and remediation - is also imperative to safeguard 

the environment. As such climate and environment is central to Swedwatch’s work. 

In recognition of a need to ensure sustainable development, 2015 saw the adoption of Agenda 2030, 

also known as the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and the Paris Agreement on Climate Change. 

The transition to green, sustainable financial markets is central to the fulfilment of these goals and the 

financial sector plays a key role in the last stage of the investment chain as it can allocate capital 

streams towards green investments in climate solutions. As such, the potential for positive effects for 

rights holders in a scenario where the financial sector is fully engaged in climate change action is 

monumental. Given that fund management companies included in the Swedwatch study are 

committed to international conventions on environment and human rights, and to the fulfilment of 

the Sustainable Development Goals, the portfolios’ impacts on the people and the planet should be 

addressed and communicated. With this in mind, Swedwatch assessed the important role of investors 

and analysed climate contributions made by fund management companies with human rights, forest 

and land issues at the centre.   

Table 5 Project overview - Turning the Tide 

Project overview 

Thematic focus Climate & Environment 

Primary target groups AMF, Danske Bank, Handelsbanken, Lannebo 

Fonder, Länsförsäkringar, Nordea, SEB, 

Skandia, SPP, Swedbank 

Sector Finance  

 

Region/country Global 

  



 
 

Member Organisation The Swedish Society for Nature Conservation 

and the Church of Sweden 

 

 

Issue description 

Global emissions of greenhouse gases (hereafter referred to as ‘carbon emissions’) are leading to 

extreme weather events and rising seas. The principal cause of climate change is the extraction of 

fossil fuels such as coal, oil and gas. However, emissions from deforestation and forest degradation 

constitute almost one-quarter of annual carbon emissions. The financial sector is both part of the 

climate change problem and a key to its adequate address. Financial actors are heavily invested in 

fossil fuel production sectors, high-emitting industries, and in companies that cause and contribute 

to deforestation and dispossession of communities’ lands and forests. The actions of governments, 

local actors and the financial system will determine the success of climate change mitigation and 

adaptation. If swift and decisive actions are taken by leaders in the financial sector, catastrophic 

impacts of climate change could still be avoided. 

Swedwatch published the findings of its research in a report titled Turning the Tide - The urgent need 

to shift capital flows to climate solutions: a case study of ten fund management companies that built 

on a similar investigation carried out by Swedwatch in 2015. The report was launched to coincide 

with the One Planet Summit in Paris, a meeting designed to advance private and public financing 

initiatives to fulfil the goals of the Paris Agreement. Ahead of the summit, the report’s key findings 

and recommendations were put forward in an open letter to Sweden’s Prime Minister Stefan Löfven 

and Minister for International Development Cooperation and Climate Isabella Lövin. The letter was 

signed by Swedwatch, the Church of Sweden and the Swedish Society for Nature Conservation. 

Key findings  

Swedwatch findings showed that, despite the fact that two years have passed since the adoption of 

the Paris Agreement and Agenda 2030, and although the active engagement by the financial sector 

has been identified as critical by the signatories to the Agreement, contributions made by the fund 

management companies included in the study are far from sufficient. They had not set any targets 

for reallocation of capital from fossil production to green finance and climate solutions. Across the 

board, climate solutions were almost exclusively found in niche funds, making up only a fraction of 

the total investments. Some investors deferred responsibility for investments in climate solution to 

clients. 

A majority of the investors stated that they were engaging with companies, policy-makers and large 

financial actors in order to, for example, decrease greenhouse gas emissions and encourage better 

climate reporting as well as transition to low carbon business models. However, only a handful 

reported concrete results from these efforts. 

Some of the stated reasons for why the fund management companies were not reallocating 

substantial capital were that they were protecting the value of their clients’ investments, and that 

climate risks were not considered in today’s short-term financial markets. Furthermore, they 

referred to a current lack of green projects and climate solutions to invest in. However, the report 

http://www.swedwatch.org/en/publication/report/new-report-lack-green-investments-puts-paris-agreement-risk/
http://www.swedwatch.org/en/publication/report/new-report-lack-green-investments-puts-paris-agreement-risk/


 
 

concluded that in order to contribute to a swift climate transition it is not an option to wait for 

improved company reporting or substantially increased client demand for green fund products. The 

report recommended investors and large asset owners to develop and scale- up such products and 

publicly disclose increases in green investments as well as negative climate impacts of their total 

investments. They should also maximise their leverage to halt deforestation, fossil exploration and 

other projects which increase the climate vulnerability of affected local communities. 

The key recommendations to decision-makers and regulators were to introduce compulsory 

requirements on finance actors to conduct climate analyses for all of their investments and publicly 

disclose how they intend to contribute to the Paris Agreement, and to redefine climate risk models 

for the financial sector.  

Reception and going forward 

A number of fund management companies provided feedback on the report in the form of public 

statements and follow-up discussions with Swedwatch. Overall, the actors welcomed the report’s 

overview of good practice examples and challenges facing the industry. A majority agreed that there 

is a need for the financial sector to increase its contributions to the climate transition, and some 

reiterated their commitment to fulfilling their role under the Paris Agreement by increasing 

investments in green finance and climate solutions. Scenario analysis – as recommended by the G20 

Task Force on Climate-related Disclosures - was also mentioned as an important tool for aligning 

investments with the Paris Agreement’s goal.  

In December Swedwatch was invited to a meeting with the CEO of Handelsbanken Fonder and staff 

of the sustainability department, where results and recommendations from the report were 

discussed in detail. The discussion focused on possibilities and challenges for the bank to pick up on 

Swedwatch recommendations as part of further improving their approach to climate and 

investments. In early 2018, the report was covered in an article by the Business Human Rights 

Resource Center’s (BHRRC) published on the organisation’s website. BHRRC had contacted the ten 

fund management companies in focus of the study and invited them to publicly respond to the 

report’s findings. Six fund management companies submitted replies. Some of them explicitly 

reiterated their commitment to fulfilling their role under the Paris Agreement by increasing 

investments in green finance and climate solutions. 

The report gained wide media attention, including coverage by daily newspaper Dagens Nyheter and 

interviews in national radio news broadcast Ekot in their reporting from the One Planet Summit. The 

broadcast linked the results of the Swedwatch study to the Swedish delegation’s statements at the 

meeting. Minister for Climate Isabella Lövin was asked to comment on the report’s findings in 

newspaper Göteborgs-Posten, where she underlined the importance of getting the finance market 

actors on board in the climate transition and that the government is taking steps in speeding that 

process up.  

In recognition of the severe human rights risks that the effects of climate change poses for rights 

holders across the Global South, Swedwatch will continue to integrate climate mitigation and 

adaptation in future change projects and recommend appropriate actions to companies, investors, 

public procurers and decision-makers. In specific follow-up activities of the report Turning the Tide, 

Swedwatch will focus on efforts made by fund management companies, decision-makers and the 

Financial Supervisory Authority to implement the recommendations in the report. Private financing 

of mitigation and adaptation efforts, as well as negative impacts on climate, forests and people will 

continue to be central themes in forthcoming Swedwatch projects. 



 
 

5.1.3 Community rights: Protecting local communities through responsible investments  

 
Large-scale land projects such as commercial agriculture or mining 
sometimes imply a wide range of human rights risks for local communities, 
especially in areas with widespread poverty and food insecurity. Women 
are often especially at risk in these scenarios. Despite this, human rights 
and environmental risks in the event of temporary or permanent project 
shutdowns are rarely addressed by investors or companies. Furthermore, 
global efforts to tackle climate change have spurred an increase in 
investments in renewable energy, sometimes at the expense of local 
communities whose livelihoods have been severely affected when new 
projects are carried out, stalled or exited without inclusion of rights-
perspectives and adequate human rights due diligence. 
 

The report No business, No Rights - Human rights impacts when land investments fail to include 
responsible exit strategies. The case of Addax Bioenergy in Sierra Leone was published in November 
2017 and launched in Freetown, Sierra Leone one week later. The report aimed to highlight the need 
to ensure the protection of local communities if projects fail or stall. It presented research on the 
Addax Bioenergy case in Sierra Leone as an illustrative example of the kind of human rights 
challenges that communities are often faced with and includes a series of recommendations that are 
relevant for many different sectors. The report includes a foreword by the United Nation Special 
Rapporteur on the Right to Food Hilal Elver. In 2013 Swedwatch published two reports of direct 
relevance to the project launched in 2017: Cut and Run, which focused on exit-related challenges in 
Liberia, and No Land, No Power, which focused on a large-scale land investment in Sierra Leone. In 
Cut and Run Swedwatch, Dutch NGO SOMO and Green Advocates Liberia emphasized the need for 
adequate exit strategies based on a study of Swedish Development Finance Institution (DFI) 
Swedfund’s withdrawal from biomass producer Buchanan Renewables in Liberia.  
 

Table 6 Project overview - No business, no rights  

Project overview 

Thematic focus Community rights; Climate & Environment 
Vulnerable groups 

Primary target groups Swedfund, FMO, EDFI, Sunbird Bioenergy 

Sector Finance, DFIs, companies 
 

Region/country West Africa (Sierra Leone and Liberia) 

Member Organisation The Church of Sweden 

           

 

Issue description 
Human rights challenges when land-related projects stall is currently a highly relevant 

http://www.swedwatch.org/en/regions/africa-south-of-the-sahara/swedfund-fmo-lacked-responsibility-leaving-project-without-exit-strategy/
http://www.swedwatch.org/en/regions/africa-south-of-the-sahara/swedfund-fmo-lacked-responsibility-leaving-project-without-exit-strategy/


 
 

issue in Sierra Leone and Liberia. In 2014 and 2015, while still recovering from the brutal civil wars 
ending in 2002/2003 and working to attract investors, both countries were hit by a double crisis: the 
world’s most devastating Ebola outbreak and a sharp decline in commodity prices on the 
international market. This led to permanent and temporal shutdowns of a number of large-scale 
land-based projects within mining and agriculture, one of them being the Addax Bioenergy project – 
a high-profile project that would lease large areas of land to produce ethanol for the European 
market and generate electricity for the national power grid in Sierra Leone.  
 
At its peak, the Addax project created over 3 000 new jobs in a remote area where 95 percent of 
households depended on subsistence farming and where formal employment was almost non-
existent. To mitigate food security risks connected with the loss of access to land, a support program 
to help farmers move from traditional to mechanised farming techniques was established. Despite 
high ambitions, the Addax Bioenergy project faced a number of challenges leading to severe financial 
constraints. In 2015 the project was drastically downscaled for a year and a half, leaving local 
communities in a dire situation. During the time the project was stalled, the Swedish and Dutch DFIs 
Swedfund and FMO, by then minority owners of the project, decided to divest. The project was later 
taken over by a new majority owner, Sunbird Bioenergy, after which operations resumed. 
 
Swedwatch’s research for the report covered both the human rights impacts that were related to the 
project stall and to the exit of Swedfund and FMO, as well as the takeover by Sunbird Bioenergy. It 
was carried out through focus group interviews in seven of the 57 communities affected by the 
Addax project. The findings from these focus groups were triangulated with interviews with 
stakeholder groups including public authorities, civil society organisations, and experts within the 
fields of business and human rights, food security and sustainable development. 
 
During the research process Swedwatch initiated dialogue with the scrutinized parties. Swedwatch 
also met with Swedfund on several occasions, including to discuss findings of research while FMO 
chose to send written answers to Swedwatch’s questions. Swedwatch returned to Sierra Leone and 
Liberia to launch the report, present findings, provide training and further assess challenges as 
outlined by rights holders in the sub-region. 
 
Key findings  

The impacts on local communities after the scale-down of Addax Bioenergy were widespread. A 

majority of employees lost their jobs and their access to natural resources was diminished as there 

was little to fall back on due to the nature of the project. Children in affected communities were 

forced to leave school as their school fees could not be paid. Older women and land-users stopped 

receiving help from other community members when these lost their jobs. Most of the food security 

support programs stopped working despite concerns from communities over not having enough to 

eat. 

The earlier influx of people seeking jobs in the area – something that the communities benefited 
from when the project was in operation – contributed to problems once the project stalled as the 
changing demographics exacerbated conflict over natural resources. In some communities, workers 
that had migrated to the area stayed in hopes that employment opportunities would return. In other 
cases, male workers from outside the project area who had children with women from the local 
communities left and stopped supporting their families – this significantly increased challenges faced 
by already marginalised young women. 
 
Swedwatch also found that international guidelines offer limited guidance on how to prevent and 
mitigate negative impacts associated with stalled or failed projects. In the absence of explicit 
directives and guidelines, Swedwatch based its recommendations concerning exits on the UNGPs and 



 
 

the concept of human rights due diligence. Despite being provided with information on serious 
human rights impacts and risks, neither FMO nor Swedfund conducted human rights due diligence in 
line with the UNGPs. After their exit, transparency around the project and dialogue with local 
communities deteriorated significantly and made it harder to hold the project accountable for its 
impacts. 
 
When operations resumed under the new majority shareholder Sunbird Bioenergy in December 
2016, many employees were re-instated. However, some communities reported serious impacts on 
access to, and quality of, drinking water due to contamination, allegedly caused by resumed 
operations. Furthermore, new elements of the project were not preceded by consultations with local 
communities, and it is unclear whether any risk assessment was conducted. The lack of consultation 
is of serious concern and further exacerbated by decreasing space for civil society 
in the country: in 2016 human rights defenders in Sierra Leone working on business and land rights 
reported an increase in threats and attacks. 
 
Some of the recommendations in the report concludes that Swedfund and FMO, together with other 

involved parties, should undertake extensive assessments of the impacts of the Addax Bioenergy 

project during project scale-down with particular focus on food security, local livelihoods and impacts 

on vulnerable groups, including women and children. The assessment should include meaningful 

consultations with the affected communities. They should also take an active role in remediating the 

negative impacts caused by the scale-down and ensure that appropriate processes to enable 

remediation are in place. 

Reception and going forward  

Swedfund welcomed the report and acknowledged that the human rights risks had not been 

successfully handled by them during their divestment. Since their exit, Swedfund and FMO have 

strengthened their processes for human rights due diligence, including as regards exits. Swedfund 

has offered technical assistance to Sunbird Bioenergy for establishing a human rights baseline. 

Swedwatch also contacted the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) in Sierra Leone regarding the 

water problems and helped the local organization Sierra Leone Network on the Right to Food, 

SilnNorf, to file a formal complaint to EPA together with the affected communities.  

In November 2017, shortly after receiving the Swedwatch report, Sunbird Bioenergy arranged a 

multistakeholder meeting to inform stakeholders about the new plans of the company. The lack of 

such meetings since Sunbird had taken over was critizised by several stakeholders in Swedwatch’s 

report. 

The report launch in Freetown was attended by 60 people, including members of civil society, 

representatives from affected communities, the Sierra Leonean Human Rights Commission and the 

EPA among others. The report launch was followed by a panel debate on how to protect local 

communities when projects fail or stall. The panel consisted of representatives from the Human 

Rights Commissions, the EPA, the National Minerals Agency, the Sierra Leone Network on the Right 

to Food and also by the organisation Women on Mining. Representatives from local communities and 

civil society organisations that attended the launch raised questions regarding the lack of action from 

state authorities in current cases of business-related human rights abuse. Commitments were made 

on increased collaboration between civil society organisations working in the field of human rights 

and government agencies in the address of challenges. The guests Paramount Chief of Malal Mara 

and Chairlady of Tonka Community also participated in discussions and raised problems regarding 

the lack of water in Tonka community affected by the Addax Bioenergy project directly with the EPA 

who promised to take action. 



 
 

Swedwatch and local NGO Human Rights Defenders Network also arranged a two-day training in 

Freetown with the purpose of strengthening the capacity of human rights defenders in monitoring, 

reporting and conducting research on business-related human rights and environmental challenges. 

It also aimed to map the human rights challenges in Sierra Leone and Liberia and to raise awareness 

of the National Action Plan on Business and Human Rights, which local civil society organisations in 

Sierra Leone will advocate for in 2018. 25 human rights defenders from across Sierra Leone and 

Liberia attended the training.  

The training included practical guidance on how research on company activities can be planned and 

carried out, including risk assessments for human rights defenders engaging in such research. 

According to the evaluations, the training was highly appreciated, should be repeated and 

participants from Liberia have asserted that similar training is needed their country. Swedwatch is 

reviewing the possibility of this going forward. 

The report received significant media attention and reached audiences in countries such as the UK, 

Ghana, Guyana, India and Kenya. The report was also covered in Swedish Radio news program Ekot 

together with an interview with Swedwatch. The report was also presented at a breakfast seminar 

arranged by Afrikagrupperna in October in Stockholm. 

Swedwatch will continue to raise the importance of adequate human rights due diligence in land-

related projects and the need for responsible exit strategies to protect local communities when 

projects fail or stall. Going forward, Swedfund, FMO and Sunbird have all been open to having a 

dialogue with Swedwatch and continued dialogue is planned for early 2018.  

Notably, after repeated dialogue with the EPA held by Swedwatch in cooperation with Sierra Leone 

Network on the Right to Food about the water problems in Tonka community, EPA visited the 

community in August 2017 together with the Office of National Security. The water issue was 

brought up again during Swedwatch’s launch of the report in Freetown. In January 2018 Swedwatch 

received information through Silnorf that the community is now be supplied with clean drinking 

water by Sunbird. The company has also informed the community that they plan to build a pipe from 

the factory to the community so that Tonka will have permanent access to clean water. 

The project set-up, which combined a local launch and training, proved to be successful in terms of 

raising awareness, ensuring a rights-perspective, and spurring action by local authorities and 

empowering local human rights defenders and affected communities. This follows Swedwatch 

identification of added-value in this regard and similar activities are being planned for 2018. 

5.1.4  Vulnerable groups: Indigenous rights and deforestation in Borneo 
The destruction of Borneo’s forests has been referred to as one of the largest environmental crimes of 

our time, and the dispossession of land from its traditional owners has resulted in a far-reaching human 

rights disaster. Large areas of indigenous land and forests have been approved for development under 

land concession agreements, without protection of indigenous peoples’ right 

to be informed and consulted prior to any planned developments (FPIC). 

Communities have been displaced, lives uprooted, and traditional livelihoods 

severely impacted. Environmental and human rights defenders have been 

exposed to intimidation, threats, arrests, violence and even killings. 

The report Silent Approval – The role of banks linked to the crisis faced by 

Borneo’s indigenous peoples and their forest was based on extensive field 

studies in Borneo, which examined the impacts of four companies on 

indigenous peoples’ rights and links to seven Scandinavian banks. The results 

http://www.swedwatch.org/publikation/storbanker-kopplas-till-krankningar-av-ursprungsfolks-rattigheter-pa-borneo/
http://www.swedwatch.org/publikation/storbanker-kopplas-till-krankningar-av-ursprungsfolks-rattigheter-pa-borneo/


 
 

of the study showed that all banks invested in several of the companies. The report was developed in 

partnership with Fair Finance Guide (FFG). 

The aims of the project were to highlight rightsholders’ perspective, increase the awareness of bank 

retail customers and the general public on the links between bank investments, deforestation and the 

rights of indigenous peoples, and to contribute to improved policies and practices among the banks.  

Table 7 Project overview - Silent Approval – The role of banks linked to the crisis faced by Borneo’s 
indigenous peoples and their forest  

Project overview 

Thematic focus Climate & Environment; 
Vulnerable groups 

Primary target groups Danske Bank, Handelsbanken, 
Länsförsäkringar, Nordea, SEB, Skandia, 
Swedbank 

Sector Finance  
 

Region/country Borneo (the state of Sarawak, Malaysia and 
Kalimantan, Indonesia) 

Member Organisations The Swedish Society for Nature Conservation, 
Fair Action 

 
 

Issue description 

States are responsible for protecting the rights of indigenous peoples. However, in the case of 

Borneo, state bodies and court systems in both Malaysia and Indonesia have failed to protect these 

rights. During Swedwatch’s research in Borneo, indigenous communities highlighted that they had 

not been engaged in a process of FPIC before the company began clearing forests and land for the 

projects’ infrastructure.  

Two cases of direct impacts on indigenous communities were explored: a coal mine in Indonesian 

Borneo province Central Kalimantan, and a palm oil plantation in Sarawak, one of two Malaysian 

states in Borneo. Despite communities suffering from negative impacts on their livelihoods and 

decreased access to land and forests, the companies had not provided remedy, compensation or re-

engaged in an FPIC process with the indigenous rights holders. 

In the research of the report, interviewed communities described how the coal mine and palm oil 

plantation had impacted their small-scale agriculture, access to wild foods and materials, and to plants 

and animals at the centre of their cultural practices and ceremonies. The interviewees clarified that no 

company had conducted so-called High Conservation Values assessments, HCVs1, together with 

                                                           
1 The High Conservation Values (HCV) methodology is included in many industry standards, and is based on the 
identification, protection and management of six types of HCVs, which can be whole landscapes, ecosystems, 
specific sites or species of plants or animals.  



 
 

community members in order to identify and protect forests areas that harboured high values for 

communities’ livelihoods and cultures.  

The report looked at four cases where the banks’ portfolio companies - Swedish palm oil importer AAK, 

Australian-British mining company BHP Billiton, German financial company Deutsche Bank and 

Malaysian palm oil developer IOI – have acted in breach of international norms.  

Fair Finance Guide Sweden provided valuable input to the methods for ranking the banks’ 

sustainability measures, to the report chapter summarising results from the bank survey. The seven 

interviews with bank representatives were conducted jointly by Swedwatch and FFG. The project 

team also included member organisations the Swedish Society for Nature Conservation and Fair 

Action who contributed to the joint fine tuning of report conclusions and recommendations. 

Through the cooperation with Fair Finance Guide, SSNC and Fair Action, the report’s findings and calls 

to action were directed towards bank customers through social media campaigns. The banks’ retail 

customers were encouraged to email their banks to underline their concerns regarding gaps in 

responsible investment practices for the protection of indigenous rights and forests across investment 

portfolios.  

The project also included a series of report launching events, media appearances and a film screening. 

For example, the project team co-operated with the producers of documentary The Borneo Case which 

depicts deforestation, corruption and the struggle of activists and indigenous peoples. The producers 

and main characters in the film joined the launch seminar and were part of dialogue across 

stakeholders which included panel discussions with SEB’s Head of the Environment Social and 

Governance Team, Investment Management, representing the views of the scrutinised Swedish banks 

– many of whom were also attending the seminar. 

Key findings and recommendations 

The report presented findings including companies’ severe omissions of FPIC consultation processes, 

HCV assessments of traditional forests and supply chain due diligence with a focus on these key 

challenges.  

Most banks’ policies analysed in the report endorse international standards and conventions on 

indigenous rights and participate in global investor initiatives on human rights. Despite this, they do 

not enforce zero tolerance for violations of indigenous rights in their investments and have not 

seized opportunities to raise the challenges for indigenous communities in joint investor forums. 

Following interviews with sustainability staff at the banks, conducted with Fair Finance Guide, the 

report also found that all banks assessed had failed to identify, analyse and act on the portfolio 

companies’ risks and impacts on indigenous rights and forests. In the cases of BHP Billiton and IOI, they 

had failed to verify project documentation, capture communities’ perspectives and ensure 

independent field checks to verify actual impacts on indigenous lands and forests. The report also 

highlighted gaps in the due diligence of AAK regarding risks and impacts on indigenous rights on 

Borneo. Despite several banks being in close dialogue with AAK, the banks had not brought these 

weaknesses to the company’s attention.  

Deutsche Bank had long been under scrutiny for providing financial services to a former political leader 

in Sarawak, accused of facilitating large-scale deforestation and dispossession of indigenous land for 

the benefit of himself and his family. The report concludes that the banks, which all hold shares in 

Deutsche Bank, do not have adequate systems in place to detect and act on allegations concerning a 

financial relationship between a bank and a disputed leader. 



 
 

Swedwatch’s recommendations to the banks in the report were to allocate more resources and take 

on more effective processes and methods to ensure respect for indigenous rights – and to put pressure 

on companies and governments to improve the situation of affected communities. Bank retail 

customers were recommended to request information and improvements from their banks. 

Reception and going forward 

The launch seminar drew an audience of around 80 participants, many from the banking sector. 

Invited guests Arie Rompas, indigenous rights and forest expert from Indonesian NGO Walhi 

Kalimantan; Mutang Urud and prize-winning journalist Clare Rewcastle Brown, founder of website 

Sarawak Report were part of the panel together with Hans Ek, SEB’s Head of Sustainability.  

The project and the launch also clearly illustrated the high risks and challenges for communities, civil 

society and media operating in Borneo’s high-risk environment. This included shrinking space for civil 

society and for legal officers who represent and protect indigenous peoples’ rights.  

The project contributed to several important change results. A number of banks stated that they 

took the findings of the report seriously and would take them into consideration going forward. 

Swedwatch published a response to the banks’ statements on its website, underlining key areas for 

further improvement. At policy level, 5 out of 7 banks have, since the report was launched, clarified 

or strengthened their FPIC guidelines regarding the protection of indigenous peoples’ rights in 

investments.  

In early 2017, IOI committed to a new consultation process with the affected Long Teran Kanan 

community with the purpose to reinstitute the community’s land rights as indigenous peoples. 

During the course of 2017, the company has however gone been non-committal and it is therefore 

premature to draw the conclusion that IOI will indeed successfully execute the consultation process. 

However, it is clear that longstanding support by local and international NGOs to the community 

together with pressure from international NGOs such as Swedwatch and other stakeholders, has 

increased to a critical level and the company is feeling pressure to act in line with international 

norms. It is likely that Swedwatch’s engagement with IOI has contributed to this. In April, the 

Business and Human Rights Resource Centre (BHRRC) published the report on its website. BHRRC 

reached out to the banks as well as to IOI and the other companies in the report and asked them for 

their perspectives and statements on the report’s findings regarding gaps in their adherence to 

international norms in indigenous peoples’ rights and impacts on tropical forests with high 

conservation values. 

Swedwatch also organised a roundtable seminar with several bank representatives, consultants and 

experts in the areas of FPIC and HCV. Swedwatch and the Swedish Society for Nature Conservation 

also presented findings at a seminar on indigenous rights and sustainable investments and savings 

products. The seminar attracted a large audience and the case presentation was followed by a panel 

discussion where banks and CSO representatives discussed the need for solid minimum levels of 

human rights due diligence across investments, as well as the future for green savings products. 

Handelsbanken reached out to Swedwatch for advice on how to put pressure on AAK to address 

issues. The bank is in close dialogue with the company, scrutinising its sustainability efforts and 

demanding increased transparency for its supply chain.  

 

The Swedish premiere of The Borneo Case the same week created valuable synergies. In connection 

with the report launch, Swedwatch arranged for Arie Rompas and Mutang Urud to gain access to 

Swedish investor representatives, in order to provide expert input to the sustainable investment 

advisory company GES International, and to participate in a CSO forum on sustainable palm oil. 



 
 

During their stay in Sweden, they also took the opportunity to compare lessons learnt from working 

with communities in different countries affected by palm oil, mining and logging companies, and 

explored opportunities for South-South networks and exchange.  

The report’s results and analyses were also used in reports scrutinising financial actors in Norway; 

The role of Norwegian banks in the Borneo crisis by Etisk Bankguide Norge and Framtiden i våre 

hender’s Oljefondet og Borneo. Through these, Swedwatch could reach out to important target 

groups in Norway, mainly the government pension fund Global and 13 private banks. 

As a result of the collaboration with Fair Finance Guide, which entailed recommendations to bank 

customers targeted in social media campaigns by both Swedwatch, FFG and SCNC, more than 2,300 

retail customers had emailed their banks to demand improvements in the respect for indigenous 

rights in investments through the Fair Finance Guide website as of December 31, 2017.  

The report received significant media attention in Swedish media, including a front-page news article 

in Dagens Nyheter, as well as coverage in sustainability-profiled press such as Aktuell Hållbarhet and 

in local media. Additionally, Swedwatch presented the report’s findings in a live broadcast morning 

show on Swedish public TV and in a debate program on Swedish Radio, where Nordea’s Head of 

Sustainability, Sajsa Beslik, and Mutang Urud were invited to give their perspectives. The report also 

received international coverage through Reuters and was published in countries such as India, 

Indonesia and Australia. 

Going forward, Swedwatch will continue to work on the project, including through the provision of 

expertise and recommendations on how to exert positive pressure on IOI to deliver on its 

commitments to fulfil the land rights of the indigenous communities in Sarawak. Swedwatch will also 

review the possibility of a community exchange in order to facilitate joint learning and empowerment 

of communities impacted by business activities by transnationals. 

5.1.5 High-risk & conflicts: human rights abuse in the wake of oil exploration in Sudan 

Between 1997 and 2003, Swedish company Lundin Petroleum (former Lundin Oil) was prospecting for 

oil in southern Sudan. At that time, Sudan was engulfed in one of the longest running and most brutal 

civil wars in modern times - a conflict that according to NGOs, academic scholars and UN Special 

Rapporteurs was exacerbated by oil companies whose presence contributed to mass displacements, 

thousands of murders and other severe human rights violations. 

For investors, the responsibility to respect human rights extends to the 

operations of the companies they invest in, especially in areas with violent 

conflict and rich in natural resources. The case of Lundin highlights issues 

connected to business and human rights, such as the specific risks connected 

to the extractive sector and prospecting for oil in an active conflict zone. It 

also highlights the responsibilities of minority shareholders and how these 

should investigate and act on adverse impacts connected to companies they 

invest in.  

In the report published by Swedwatch titled Fuel for conflict – investors and 

the case of Lundin Petroleum in Sudan, findings are presented detailing how 

banks and pension funds have responded to allegations that a company in which they have invested 

millions of their customers’ money has contributed to the killing and displacement of thousands of 

people. The report was part of a project in cooperation with Fain Finance Guide. Findings showed that 

http://www.swedwatch.org/en/regions/africa-south-of-the-sahara/banks-pension-funds-fail-act-allegations-lundin-petroleum/
http://www.swedwatch.org/en/regions/africa-south-of-the-sahara/banks-pension-funds-fail-act-allegations-lundin-petroleum/


 
 

despite widely available information on the connections between the oil industry and rights violations 

in Sudan, financial actors did not act sufficiently on the allegations. 

Table 8 Project overview – Fuel for conflict  

Project overview 

Thematic focus High risk/Conflict areas 

Primary target groups Lundin shareholders, specifically Danske Bank, 
Handelsbanken, Länsförsäkringar, Nordea, SEB, 
Skandia and Swedbank and the AP-funds. 

Sector Energy 

Region/country South Sudan (formerly Sudan) 

 
 

Issues description 

A root cause of the human rights violations in the regions where Lundin was prospecting for oil was 

actors competing for the control of oil fields and the revenues they generated, as this was perceived 

as essential to the outcome of the war. When international companies decided to invest in oil 

exploration, the strategic importance of the oil fields drastically increased. As the government fought 

to secure the income from the oil fields, southern rebels fought to deny them this crucial advantage. 

To prevent disruption of oil extraction, the government began a military campaign to clear the 

concession areas of civilians. 

According to a 2010 report by ECOS, 12,000 people were killed and 160,000 displaced in Unity state, 

Sudan. The report argues that Lundin was complicit in enabling war crimes committed in the country 

during the war. Due to the gravity of these allegations, a Swedish prosecutor is currently investigating 

Lundin’s CEO and the Chairman of the Board as suspects in serious violations of international 

humanitarian law in Sudan during this period. However, the actions of the company’s shareholders on 

the allegations had not been thoroughly investigated. 

Sweden’s seven largest banks and the government pension funds are connected to Lundin through 

investments made in the company, amounting to SEK 3.6 billion worth of shares by the end of 2016. 

Most were invested at the time of the company’s activities in Sudan and all but one has since been 

listed among the company’s biggest shareholders. With just one exception, these shareholders have 

kept investing their clients’ money in Lundin, despite serious allegations levied against the company 

and readily-available information regarding the role that oil played in the conflict.  

 

Swedwatch initiated the project in order to further research actions and responsibilities in a conflict 

context. Research conducted charted the development of the conflict and cross-checked these with 

external timelines, including availability of information and decisions made and actions taken by 

investors in Lundin. Research also included a review of the measures investors had taken to meet 

their responsibilities to respect human rights as outlined in the United Nations Guiding Principles on 

Business and Human Rights. Findings were consolidated in the report which also outlined actions 



 
 

taken by the seven largest banks in Sweden and the government pension funds, AP-fonderna, highly 

relevant to the Swedish public since they have invested billions of their customers and clients’ money 

in Lundin. 

Key findings  

The research reflected in the report shows that the responsibility measures taken by the investors 

were lacking. Despite substantial and available information on the links between the oil industry and 

human rights violations in Sudan, many investors claimed that evidence indicating that the company 

had contributed to the conflict and bore any responsibility for adverse human rights impacts was 

insufficient. At the Lundin annual general meeting in 2012, the Swedish pension fund Folksam, a 

shareholder at the time, requested an independent investigation into Lundin activities in Sudan, but 

the proposal only gathered 20 percent of the votes. Folksam subsequently sold its shares. 

The report shows that investors stated that they acted on the allegations made against Lundin 
through dialogue with the company. However, in some cases, this dialogue has been ongoing for 
more than ten years without producing any concrete results. Despite the severity of the accusations 
over the past decade, some investors only initiated direct dialogue with Lundin in 2012. 
 
In interviews with Swedwatch and Fair Finance Guide, who performed the ranking of the responsibility 

measures taken by the banks and contributed with one of the chapters in the report, some investors 

stated that they wanted to await the criminal investigation against Lundin representatives before 

taking action. This shows an insufficient understanding of the responsibility of companies to respect 

human rights in their operations. 

Based on these findings, the following recommendations were made:  

• Investors in Lundin should conduct proper human rights due diligence regarding their 

investments in Lundin, focusing on the consequences of the operations in southern Sudan, and 

to act on the findings of this process and address all identified adverse impacts on human 

rights through remediation. 

• All banks and pension funds should ensure that human rights due diligence be performed prior 

to, and throughout, investments in companies that operate in areas or sectors with a high risk 

for adverse impacts on human rights, such as conflict or post-conflict zones.  

• Bank retail customers should request information and improvements from their banks. 

Reception and going forward 

The report gained publicity in Swedish media, including several articles in Sweden’s largest daily 

newspaper Dagens Nyheter. In one article, some banks admitted to not having focused sufficiently 

on the sustainability aspect of Lundin’s operations at the time of the company’s presence in Sudan. 

At the day of Lundin Petroleum’s Annual General Meeting (AGM) in Stockholm a week after the 

launch, evening paper Aftonbladet published a news article based on the report and an op-ed written 

and signed by Swedwatch, Fair Finance Guide, the Dutch NGO Pax and Amnesty International 

Sweden. The op-ed urged shareholders to vote in favour of remediation for the victims of human 

rights violations related to the oil extraction in Sudan and was reflective of a proposal put forward by 

PAX at the AGM.  

The proposal was only supported by 0,16 percent of the present shareholders. At the AGM, the Lundin 

CEO was confronted with the allegations in an interview broadcast by SVT but refused to comment. 

Later in the evening, the report’s findings were presented and discussed by a panel at Global Bar, an 

informal forum for debate on development issues hosted by communications bureau Global Reporting.  

One of the panelists was Folksam’s Head of Corporate Governance, Carina Lundberg Markow.  



 
 

Throughout the year Swedwatch has continued to monitor the criminal case against representatives 
of Lundin Petroleum and to review issues of resource extraction in conflict zones. In December 2017 
the investigation was widened to include yet another two representatives of the company and in 
January 2018 police raided the offices of Lundin Petroleum in Geneva and Stockholm to secure 
evidence for the investigation. According to recent information, the prosecutor will decide on 
whether to press charges in late 2018 or early 2019.  
 
When following up on the report, one bank stated that it had been in contact with Lundin Petroleum 
through a consultant, within the framework of their normal dialogue, but that no concrete action has 
been taken. Most investors seem to still be awaiting the results of the criminal investigation before 
acting, which only confirms the conclusions of the report – that the investors seem to confuse the 
criminal case against Lundin representatives with their own responsibility as regards human rights. 
 
Swedwatch will continue to monitor the criminal case as well as the overall question of shareholder 

leverage and responsibility, particularly in cases of violent conflict linked to natural resource 

exploitation. Swedwatch will furthermore keep encouraging the banks to adopt recommendations 

contained in the report. As of December 2017, 2,300 customers had emailed their banks to demand 

improvements in the respect for human rights in investments through Fair Finance Guide’s webpage. 

5.1.6 Vulnerable groups: Child labour in global diamond value chains 
Mining represents one of the most hazardous work sectors and is a form of work that is particularly 

dangerous to children. According to the International Labour Organization (ILO), “the dangers are so 

obvious and extreme that there are no conditions – poverty included – under which child work in 

mining can be tolerated.” Nevertheless, an estimated one million children aged 5–17 work in small-

scale mining globally, and the number is said to be increasing. Children in artisanal diamond mines 

are exposed to physical and mental hardship, and the work deprives them of their childhood. Girls 

are particularly exposed to the extensive sexual abuse that exists in mining areas. Children who work 

in mines often do not complete their schooling, which limits their ability to create a better future. 

 
Issue description 
Children in artisanal diamond mines are exposed to physical and mental 
hardship, and the work deprives them of their childhood. Girls are particularly 
exposed to the extensive sexual abuse that exists in mining areas. Children 
who work in mines often do not complete their schooling, which often limits 
their future prospects. One of the world’s largest producers of diamonds is the 
Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC), a country that despite its wealth in 
natural resource remains one of the world’s poorest.  
 
Swedwatch’s report Childhood Lost - Diamond mining in the Democratic 

Republic of the Congo and weaknesses of the Kimberley Process examines how thousands of children 
in the DRC are affected by conditions in small-scale mine sites and outlines company responsibilities 
in relation to the rights of children in the diamond supply chain. The report was developed in 
cooperation with Afrikagrupperna. 
 
Key findings 
Swedwatch’s field investigation in the DRC indicated that potentially tens of thousands of children 
work in the country’s diamond mines and are exposed to abuses and violations of their rights. Girls 
and young women are particularly exposed to sexual violations, including rape and forced marriage, 
and are not provided with psychosocial support or medical treatment. Prostitution from young ages 
was said to be prevalent. The work in the mines also severely impacts the education of girls and boys. 

http://www.swedwatch.org/en/regions/africa-south-of-the-sahara/child-labour-in-diamond-mines-in-the-dr-congo/
http://www.swedwatch.org/en/regions/africa-south-of-the-sahara/child-labour-in-diamond-mines-in-the-dr-congo/


 
 

Fatigue from mine-work hinders homework completion and focus in school, and many boys do not 
graduate from secondary school. Instead, many begin full time work in mines. Girls who are married 
off young are forced to drop out of school. The DRC government is not sufficiently addressing these 
problems and Swedwatch interviews indicated that few, if any, mine sites in the diamond region had 
been visited as part of a due diligence process by any foreign companies. 
 
Despite being the most well-known sustainability certification available for diamonds, the Kimberley 
Process has been criticised by human rights organisations for failing to address a range of urgent 
human rights concerns within the diamond trade including child labour. This critique was echoed in 
Swedwatch’s report. As part of the research, Swedwatch conducted a survey among seven Swedish 
diamond importers and jewellery companies in order to assess the trade’s due diligence process and 
reliance on the Kimberley Process therein. The results indicated that implementation of applicable 
frameworks, particularly in regard to human rights due diligence, was low and that the companies to 
a large part relied on the Kimberley Process certification in their sustainability work.  
 
Activities and results 2017 
The report was published in December 2016 and, during the first six months of 2017, Swedwatch 
engaged in several activities connected to the report, including meetings with the jewellery business 
association Smycken & Klockor, where an increased awareness on the report’s key messages was 
noted.  
 
The report was also presented to the Swedish Embassy to the DRC (via video link) and at meetings 
with the Swedish Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MFA). The first meeting led to an article about 
diamonds and conflict minerals in the magazine Mänsklig säkerhet and the MFA committed to 
inviting Swedwatch to further discuss opportunities for lobbying within the EU on how to influence 
the Kimberley Process during the EU chairmanship in 2018. Later in the year, Swedwatch was invited 
to present the report to a broader group of MFA representatives as well as the Swedish CSR 
Ambassador. As a result, the Ambassador invited Swedwatch to further discuss Swedwatch’s work 
and analysis of current business and human rights issues.  
 
Swedwatch also facilitated contact between the Swedish Embassy and local DRC NGOs GAERN and 
COCOPEF, working with community impacts resulting from diamond mining and in empowering 
children and women. Meetings at the Embassy with the NGOs were held in Kinshasa in early 2017. 
The Embassy decided to conduct a field visit to the diamond region, co-organised by the locally-
based NGO. This was later postponed due to the security situation. Dialogue is on-going. 
 
In a seminar organised by Swedwatch member organisation Afrikagrupperna, attended by 80 
participants including representatives from the MFA, Swedwatch presented report findings and 
participated in a panel discussion of the new EU law on conflict minerals (the Conflict Minerals 
Regulation) passed in May 2017. Discussions also raised the need for Human Rights Due Diligence 
with Swedish Member of the European Parliament Linnea Engström. Online development magazine 
Omvärlden published an article after the event which stressed one of the report’s main 
recommendations; to integrate the OECD Guidance into the Kimberley Process.  
 
Swedwatch continued the engagement with MEP Engström. As a result, Swedwatch submitted 

questions directed to the EU Chairman of the Kimberley Process regarding its plans and 

commitments to reform during its chairmanship. The questions will be asked by Engström in early 

2018. Engström furthermore invited Swedwatch and Afrikagrupperna to co-organise a seminar at the 

EU Parliament on the issue during the spring of 2018 in order to build on the possibilities that 

Sweden’s EU Chairmanship presents.  



 
 

Swedwatch also presented the report at other seminars in Sweden, including a charity event for the 

DRC which drew an audience of 150 people. During another lecture in Uppsala, by invitation of 

Sensus, conflict minerals was one of the focus subjects. The lecture was filmed and shared 

throughout Sensus’ network. Swedwatch also attended the OECD’s annual conference on responsible 

mineral supply chains in Paris and published an article on the OECD’s new handbook on how to 

combat child labour in the mining sector. 

Swedwatch was invited to present the report at Sweden’s’ largest jewellery fair (Precious) to an 
audience of professional jewellery producers. Several people from the audience - representing both 
private jewellery designers and jewellery associations - later contacted Swedwatch to receive more 
information on responsible sourcing of gem stones. In response to the requests, Swedwatch 
developed a resource list which was shared with new as well as already existing jewellery contacts. 
Swedwatch also noted a strong interest to jointly discuss challenges and solutions within the 
audience and intends to build on this momentum in 2018. As Swedwatch has developed a solid 
network consisting of a broad range of actors within the diamond trade. One potential activity will be 
to organise a round table in which Swedwatch will Swedish private jewellery companies and 
associations to engage in direct dialogue with local community members affected by the diamond 
trade, as well as with experts on responsible diamond/gem stone supply management.  
 
Following an invitation by the Alternative Mining Indaba in Cape Town, an annual international 
mining conference, Swedwatch presented the report to an audience representing civil society 
organizations from across Africa and to the CEO of the International Council on Mining and Minerals, 
the world’s largest mining industry association. During the conference, Swedwatch identified a need 
to provide capacity training to the audience around the UNGPs and on how to voice mining 
community grievances to the industry. Swedwatch therefore initiated a dialogue with the Indaba 
organisers for 2018’s conference. As a result, Swedwatch was invited to conduct a UNGP training 
together with Diakonia for local community members during the 2018 conference.  
 
As a follow-up to the report, Finnwatch surveyed Finnish jewellery companies. Of those who replied, 
the majority did not know the origin of their diamonds and most companies referred to the 
Kimberley certification as a way of ensuring social sustainability. 
 
In Zimbabwe, ZIMCODD - a Zimbabwean NGO that engaged in dialogue with Swedwatch during the 
writing of the report - continued to engage with locals on their rights in the extractives sector, using 
the diamond report as a basis for the discussion. In relation to this engagement, ZIMCODD reported 
that community members in one mining village (Penhalonga) are now engaged with a mining 
company to ensure that their human rights are respected. 
 
In line with Swedwatch’s objective to enhance relevant actors’ awareness and capacity, the report 
was shared with NGOs in Australia and the US, and with jewellery, furniture and design companies in 
Sweden. For example, Smid Stockholm, a Swedish jewellery maker, asked Swedwatch for 
hard copies of the report Childhood Lost to share with its customers. A US-based jewellery company 
approached Swedwatch, asking for guidance on how to how to enhance its due diligence processes. 
Swedwatch maintains dialogue with the company and is exploring ways to involve other jewellery 
companies in a joint effort to implement the OECD Due Diligence Guidance into company practices.  
 
Swedwatch was also invited to join an international network of NGO’s working on issues related to 
diamond extraction including Human Rights Watch, Global Witness, Impact and the Enough Project. 
Swedwatch continues this dialogue and explores future opportunities for collaboration within the 

network.  



 
 

Towards the end of the year, one of the companies included in the report notified Swedwatch that 

the report had raised the company’s internal awareness about the complexities around traceability in 

the diamond trade. As a result of the report and the dialogue with Swedwatch, the company initiated 

a dialogue with its main supplier concerning diamonds to explore the possibilities of gaining more 

control over their diamond sourcing. The discussion also covered increased control of the supplier’s 

suppliers of other gem stones. The company and its main supplier have also discussed measures on 

how to become more responsible business actors overall. Recognizing that the challenges are too 

large for small actors to address individually, the company decided to join the initiative the World 

Jewellery Confederation (CIBJO). 

Going forward 
As the EU took over the rotating Chair of the Kimberley Process in 2018, the report was recognised as 
a timely contribution to policy discussions which will be held within the Swedish MFA together with 
its European counterparts regarding the much-needed reform of the Kimberley Process.  
 
Due to dramatic changes in the security situation in the DRC, Swedwatch had to postpone its plans to 
translate a short version of the report into French for local dissemination as partners in DRC alerted 
that this might put interviewees in the report at risk. Swedwatch maintains in contact with local 
partners who will confirm when distribution of a translated version is feasible. 
 
Members of Afrikagruppernas’ local group in Stockholm hosted a photo exhibition on the theme of 

diamond extraction. During 2018, the exhibition will be set up in three cities around Sweden with the 

aim to raise debate and awareness on the human rights reality in diamond extraction. The exhibition 

was launched in Stockholm in January 2018 with a panel discussion on diamonds and human rights in 

which Swedwatch took part. The report and its photos constituted the core of the exhibition. 

5.1.7 Public procurement: Positively influencing global supply chains  

As reflected in the Sustainable Development Goals and in EU directives, public procurement is 
increasingly recognised as a powerful tool that can generate fairer supply chains around the world. In 
sectors such as health and education services, energy and transport, public authorities are commonly 
the principal buyers – and as a substantial share of these goods is produced in developing countries 
where work conditions and respect for human rights may not be enforced, public procurers have a 
significant role to play in positively contributing to more sustainable societies. 

Swedwatch works on the opportunities and challenges met by public procurers 
with regard to human rights and the environment. In 2016, Swedwatch 
published a report highlighting the efficacy of public procurers as agents for 
change. The report, Agents for Change - How public procurers can influence 
labour conditions in global supply chains. Case studies from Brazil, Pakistan 
and Thailand illustrates the positive contributions possible when prioritising 
social criteria in public procurement.  

Issue description  
The issue of social criteria in public procurement is of utmost importance as 
human rights impacts are closely connected to public authorities’ supply 

chains. There is a need to build capacity, awareness and support among decision makers and 
contracting authorities within the EU on the issue, in order to build leverage and create positive 
change.  

http://www.swedwatch.org/en/publication/report/public-authorities-as-agents-for-positive-change/
http://www.swedwatch.org/en/publication/report/public-authorities-as-agents-for-positive-change/
http://www.swedwatch.org/en/publication/report/public-authorities-as-agents-for-positive-change/


 
 

Swedish contracting authorities are generally considered global forerunners in the implementation of 
such sustainability criteria. The report highlights several positive examples, but also raises remaining 
challenges. It seeks to increase the understanding of how contracting authorities in EU member states 
can use social criteria to generate more sustainable supply chains, and ultimately contribute to 
fulfilment of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).  

Activities and results 2017 

Following the report launch at a workshop hosted by the network International Learning Lab on 

Public Procurement and Human Rights in November 2016 in Geneva, Swedwatch received several 

invitations to present the report in order to highlight how public procurers in other countries might 

draw benefit from Swedwatch expertise and lessons learnt in Sweden.  

As an example, the report was presented and disseminated at a conference on sustainable public 

procurement in Brussels, Belgium, hosted by the Belgian government agency Federal Institute on 

Sustainable Development. Swedwatch also participated in a subsequent closed round table, along with 

Belgian authorities. The presentation received a positive response and created opportunities for 

further contacts and possible collaborations.   

Swedwatch also carried out two lectures and panels connected to the Agents for Change report, 

which included hosting of a panel discussion together with Europahuset at Almedalen on the use of 

social criteria in public procurement as a tool to reach the SDG’s. The panel consisted of Swedwatch, 

the Director of National Agency of Public Procurement, Swedish County Councils and a member of 

parliament from the Social Democratic Party. Another lecture was conducted at the Annual Public 

Procurement conference arranged by Upphandling24 in November and which focused on the UNGP’s 

and interlinkages with social criteria in public procurement. The lectures led to increased awareness 

on social criteria, SDG’s and human rights in public procurement among the participants at both 

events and the report was distributed to the audiences. 

Swedwatch also continued to distribute the report to universities with academic courses on public 
procurement as well as other awareness activities, including the workshop on human rights and public 
procurement carried out in November.  

The national office for the collaboration on sustainable procurement of the county councils’ have 

reportedly used the Agents for Change report in approximately 15-20 lectures, trainings and 

outreach activities during 2017, reaching both internal staff within the 21 county councils as well as 

external stakeholders. 

The report was also introduced and well received as educational material in a course on public 

procurement at Stockholms Internationella Handelshögskola.  

Going forward 

Swedwatch will continue to monitor the issue of public procurement in and outside of Sweden, and 

will contribute with expertise, expert services and lectures. As part of continuing efforts to reach out 

to stakeholders outside of Sweden on public procurement matters, Swedwatch applied and was 

elected in September 2017 to join United Nations Environment Programme’s 10YFP Network on 

Sustainable Public Procurement Programme (SPP Network). The network will be an important 

channel for communication and continued dissemination of the findings from the report, and to 

connect with over 120 stakeholders from different sectors worldwide working on sustainable public 

procurement.  

 



 
 

Swedwatch will also take part in the new sub-working group on Human Rights within the SPP 

Programme, led by the global network Learning Lab on Public Procurement and Human Rights, and 

continue to distribute the report and its findings to stakeholders when invited to take part in public 

procurement lectures, conferences and meetings. During the autumn of 2017, Swedwatch started 

initial discussions on how the new sub-working will work and proceed. 

 

5.1.8 Community rights: Risks in the tobacco supply chain 

 
Child labour in the tobacco industry is associated with hazardous tasks and is a recurring theme in 

literature concerning challenges within tobacco supply chains. A 2014 overview of goods produced by 

child or forced labour identified that child labour was used in the production of imported tobacco 

products from 14 countries. In 2016, Swedwatch launched a project promoting increased transparency 

and respect for human rights and the environment in the supply chain of raw and processed tobacco 

for the global tobacco industry. The project continued through to 2017 and several activities and 

achievements were noted. 

Issue description 

The global tobacco industry is worth an estimated GBP 450-500 billion. 

On the supply side of the industry, multinational companies contract 

smallholder farmers, mostly in developing countries, to grow and 

process tobacco leaves. The global tobacco supply is complex, and 

companies rarely provide transparent information, neither on the 

actors involved, nor on the conditions under which the tobacco is 

cultivated and produced. 

In the field research conducted in Bangladesh for Swedwatch’s report 

Smokescreens in the supply chain - The impacts of the tobacco industry 

on human rights and the environment in Bangladesh, one of two 

reports made within the project, Swedwatch uncovered wide-spread 

child labour, health impacts, flawed contracts with farmers and over-indebtedness in the supply 

chain of British American Tobacco (BAT). It offered recommendations to BAT and other transnational 

companies to ensure fair and correct contracts with farmers; stringent human rights due diligence 

including consultation with rights holders and publication of criteria for supply chain self-

assessments and results from audits; and to increase transparency on the origin of the tobacco used 

in its products.  

Activities and results 2017 

Swedwatch continued to reach out to shareholders and investors in BAT in order instigate change in 

line with the recommendations in the report. An investor seminar on child labour in April in London 

was hosted and organised by Share Action, with approximately 30 investor, civil society and media 

representatives. The seminar provided a unique opportunity to reach out to investors with leverage 

to influence both BAT and other large tobacco companies. Swedwatch, who initiated the 

arrangement and brought the stakeholders together, was on the panel together with Amnesty 

International, the Swedish AP Funds’ Ethics Council and consulting agencies GES and MSCI. 

Together with Human Rights Watch, Swedwatch published an open letter to BAT shareholders 

encouraging them to demand respect for human rights and transparency regarding its due diligence in 

the tobacco supply chain. Swedwatch also engaged in dialogue with BAT and posed a question on 

transparency and third-party audits to the Chairperson of the Board at the company’s Annual General 

http://www.swedwatch.org/en/publication/report/the-hidden-side-effects-of-tobacco/
http://www.swedwatch.org/en/publication/report/the-hidden-side-effects-of-tobacco/


 
 

Meeting and met with BAT representatives to follow up on what action the company had taken in 

response to the findings in the report.  

An important change result for tobacco farmers contracted by BAT in Chittagong Hill Tracts and 
Chakoria, Bangladesh, was that they were – for the first time-  provided with improved contracts in the 
local language. Contracts also included clauses on price and quantity of tobacco. The new contracts, if 
properly respected by both parties, may have the potential to increase farmers' bargaining power 
regarding prices and quantities of tobacco sold to the company. BAT introduced the new contract 
formats shortly after Swedwatch communicated the findings on the use of flawed contracts to the 
company headquarter staff. 

Although no changes have been made to BAT’s publicly available policies, according to the company a 

new internal Operational Standard on Child Labour Prevention has been developed on combating child 

labour. Since the report was published, BAT has published its first statement in accordance with the 

requirements of the UK Modern Slavery Act from 2015. Later during 2017, BAT published a consultant 

study by the company DNV GL, which reviews BAT's leaf supply chain practices in Bangladesh. The 

study did not publish evidence in line with Swedwatch findings.  

In communication with company representatives in late 2017, BAT claims that the new Operational 

Standard on Child Labour Prevention, which however is not publicly available, provides guidelines 

and procedures for monitoring, reporting and addressing the occurrence of child labour, to be 

operationalised by the end of 2018. Similarly, after the publication of Swedwatch’s Human rights in 

the tobacco fields – a brief on Swedish Match’s and investors’ risk management and subsequent 

discussions with Swedwatch, Swedish Match states that it has engaged in “more in-depth social 

impact assessment at industry level” and that as a result, 56 suppliers have been classified as “high 

risk”.  

Going forward 

Swedwatch will continue to observe any BAT improvements in transparency and impacts on people 

and environment in its global operations. Where opportunities arise, Swedwatch will use the results 

from the BAT study – and also from a report on risks in the Swedish tobacco company Swedish 

Match’s supply chain – when reaching out to different types of stakeholders with leverage in the 

global tobacco industry. The Ethics Council is already engaged in dialogue with Swedwatch and has 

stated that it is exerting pressure on BAT to improve its performance. Also, in light of the industry’s 

expansion of tobacco cultivation in regions with high human rights risks, Swedwatch will seek to 

make information available to relevant CSOs and organisations working directly with farmers and 

agriculture labourers. Possibilities for sharing lessons learnt will also be explored. 

 



 
 

5.1.9 Labour rights: Fast-tracking consumption 

Electronic waste, e-waste, is the world’s fastest growing waste stream. 

Almost 90 percent is estimated to end up in illegal markets. At the same 

time, Sweden has a steadily growing number of mobile phone-users: for 

2017 the number was expected to have risen to 8.2 million. Swedwatch 

therefore identified a necessity for up-to-date research, analysis and 

recommendations and will continue to monitor the issue. 

Issue description 
Despite environmental and social challenges tied to e-waste, Swedish 
mobile phone operators encourage consumers to trade in their phones for 
the latest models as often as they like. This has become a competitive 

selling point for some operators but presents pressing challenges for both people and the 
environment in countries such as China and Ghana where large amounts of e-waste end up. Once 
there, it is burned to extract the precious metals in a process where substances hazardous to both 
people and the environment are released. However, the work is often done with no protection. 

Swedish mobile phone operators and users have a critical role to play in ensuring that waste is 
minimised. In recognition of this, and while building on existing expertise, Swedwatch identified a 
necessity for up-to-date research, analysis and recommendations. Due to the risk of e-waste ending 
up in China and Ghana, Swedwatch asked the question “what happens with the mobile phones that 
costumers return to the operators?”. Swedwatch researched various elements of the issue, resulting 
in the report Fast-tracking consumption. The report, published in April 2016, focused on policies and 
processes of the four main mobile service providers in Sweden (Telia, Tele2, Telenor and Tre) relating 
to preventing increasing volumes of e-waste. 

Key findings 
Swedwatch identified three main shortcomings of the mobile operators’ policies and practices 
connected to e-waste. The first was in the communication of recycling services offered by the 
operators. Instead of highlighting the importance of recycling to the environment, advertising 
campaigns focused on the “trade-in – buy new – latest model” consumption angle. Secondly, the 
mobile operators did not have reliable systems to ensure that phones that are resold on secondary 
markets are eventually recycled in a proper, non-harmful way. The third challenge was that the 
operators’ existing business models, which contribute to a high turnover of mobile phones, are not in 
line with EU targets on waste reduction.  

As the main target group of the project was mobile operators, the following recommendations were 
made; that companies strengthen communication to customers regarding how phones that are 
returned to the operators are later handled; to follow-up and ensure that mobile phones sold on a 
second-hand market are recycled properly; and to develop new business models promoting 
sustainable consumption, for example by providing the option of buying second hand phones. 

Reception and going forward 
The report was well received by the companies and sparked a debate around alternative business 
models. After the release, Tre updated their environmental policies and Tele2 indicated they were 
looking at alternative business models. The report generated media attention, primarily in Sweden 
and in the adjoining panel discussion to the launch, industry representatives discussed how business 
models can change to contribute to more sustainable consumption. Also, a seminar was arranged in 
in July 2016 with Tele2, Swedish Consumers’ Association, IVL Swedish Environmental Research 
Institute and Samsung.  

http://www.swedwatch.org/en/regions/africa-south-of-the-sahara/operators-miss-the-mark/


 
 

Since the report was published, Tre has reportedly carried out awareness raising activities to increase 
consumer awareness on how to recycle their phones and hardware and carried out surveys to get a 
better understanding of consumers attitude towards re-use and recycling of old phones and of 
consumers are willingness to do so. Survey results were communicated along with consumer 
information on recycling. Tre has also increased thkeir staff resources within sustainability and has 
stated that awareness on e-waste has increased within the company as more attention has been 
drawn to the issue. According to Kamran Alemdar, Head of PR, communication and sustainability, the 
report spurred questions internally in the company regarding how the life-cycle of hardware has 
been communicated externally, which has led to improvements and a bigger focus on the issue.  

Redeem, a provider of recycled phones, reports that companies have increased demands on 
transparency regarding how non-usable phones are managed (e-waste). They also report that more 
companies are, to a limited amount, selling second hand phones and that awareness has increased.  

As the ICT sector is one that Swedwatch continuously monitors, there will be continued future 
engagement with these companies and others in order to monitor changes over time, not the least 
within the Make ICT Fair project. 

5.2 Awareness activities 

Swedwatch recognises that it has an important role to play in awareness-raising both in Sweden and 
abroad. In order to maximise positive and sustainable change, activities designed to raise awareness 
on pressing issues and the important role played by private and public stakeholders are critical. As 
such, in order to help ensure diversified dialogue, participation and outcomes, Swedwatch places great 
value on varied awareness activities such as articles, media appearances, conferences, stakeholder 
consultations, training events and lectures. Swedwatch has also taken steps to increase its ties to 
organisations with similar and/or complementing focuses. Swedwatch has also reviewed how to best 
ensure that change and activities are relevant to, and reach, stakeholders in the Global South.  

5.2.1 Research and editorial work  

In addition to the research and editorial work that make up Swedwatch’s core work in projects, 
Swedwatch produces other material on a variety of topics in different formats such as op-ed pieces or 
articles, both for external websites or newspapers and for Swedwatch’s own website and social media 
channels. This allows Swedwatch to lift positive developments and examples where private or public 
actors have taken steps toward improved respect of human rights and/or the environment. A few 
examples of articles and op-eds produced during the period include: 

“Sverige måste ta ställning mot tvångsarbetet” (“Sweden must denounce forced labour – a hidden 
reality behind the trip to Thailand”). Published in Veckans Affärer 2017-03-03. An op-ed signed by 
Swedwatch, Amnesty, Fair Action and Union to Union, based on Swedwatch’s report about migrant 
workers in Dubai, was published ahead of discussions in the Swedish parliament on an additional 
protocol to the ILO convention on forced labour. Furthermore, it aimed at contributing to increased 
awareness among consumers. 

"Svårt för drabbade att få rättvisa när företagsverksamhet leder till kränkningar" ("Difficulties for 

those affected to get remedy, when business operations lead to violations"). Published by Mänsklig 

Säkerhet 2017-05-19. An article for online magazine Mänsklig Säkerhet elaborating on the obstacles 

to remedy for those whose human rights are impacted by businesses’ operations. The article is based 

in part on the 2017 report Fuel for conflict - Investors and the case of Lundin Petroleum in Sudan. 

”Tusentals riskerar livet när Qatar rustar för fotbolls-VM 2022” (“Thousands risk their lives as Qatar 

prepares for the World Cup 2022”). Published by Mänsklig Säkerhet 2017-06-16. An article for online 

magazine Mänsklig Säkerhet regarding the latest developments related to migrant workers’ rights in 

https://www.va.se/nyheter/2017/03/03/debatt-sverige-maste-ta-stallning-mot-tvangsarbetet--thailand-resan-doljer-en-mork-verklighet/
http://manskligsakerhet.se/2017/05/19/svart-for-drabbade-att-fa-rattvisa-nar-foretagsverksamhet-leder-till-krankningar/
http://manskligsakerhet.se/2017/06/16/tusentals-riskerar-livet-nar-qatar-rustar-for-fotbolls-vm-2022/
http://manskligsakerhet.se/2017/06/16/tusentals-riskerar-livet-nar-qatar-rustar-for-fotbolls-vm-2022/


 
 

Qatar. The article elaborates on recent reforms of Qatar’s kafala system, putting the reforms in the 

broader context of human and labour rights, as well as the preparations for the 2022 football World 

Cup. The article is based in part on the 2015 Swedwatch report Shattered dreams – Migrant workers 

and rights violations in the Dubai tourism sector. 

“Lagstifta om företagens MR-ansvar” (“Impose laws on the responsibility for companies to respect 
human rights”) Published by ETC 2017-09-13 Op-ed piece by Swedwatch and Amnesty International 
Sweden. In connection with the screening of the documentary “Dead donkeys fear no hyenas” about 
land grabbing in Ethiopia, and ahead of the Swedish government’s announcement that it would 
conduct a baseline study on its National Action Plan on business and human rights, Swedwatch and 
Amnesty raised a need for a review of whether or not it should be mandatory for companies to 
perform human rights due diligence in order to mitigate risks and prevent human rights violations.   

”Thailand måste stärka yttrandefriheten” (”Thailand must strengthen the freedom of expression”), 
2017-09-19. An open letter to Prime Minister Prayut of Thailand. In an open letter by Swedwatch and 
86 NGOs, the Prime Minister of Thailand is encouraged to guarantee freedom of expression for 
human rights defenders. The letter was sent and published in support of 14 migrant workers charged 
with criminal defamation in Thailand, since they reported abuse and rights violations by their 
employer.  

”AP-fonderna måste respektera MR och miljö” (“The AP funds must respect human rights and the 
environment”. Published by GP 2017-10-20. Op-ed piece about the importance of a clear demand on 
the Swedish pension funds (AP funds) to respect human rights and the environment in their 
investments. The article was a joint statement from 17 NGOs and directed towards the Swedish 
government.  

5.2.2 Dialogue: connecting with stakeholders 

Swedwatch recognises open dialogue stakeholders as central to change. Through, for example, round 
table discussions with companies and other relevant stakeholders, Swedwatch provides a platform for 
discussions, solutions-sharing and joint approaches. Round tables also provide Swedwatch with an 
opportunity to work as a link between different actors within the same sector, and as such can shed 
light on possible joint collaboration opportunities, maximising the potentials for positive change.  

As an example, Swedwatch organised a round table with ECCJ network partners in June 2017 on the 
topic of mandatory human rights due diligence. A group of legal experts were invited to assess and 
discuss possible legislation in Sweden regarding mandatory human rights due diligence (HRDD) in 
Sweden.  

Swedwatch was also one of the organizations within CONCORD Sweden who arranged the seminar 

“Exporting human rights?” at the 2017 Almedalen Week. At the seminar, Minister for EU Affairs and 

Trade Ann Linde (S), Birgitta Ohlsson (L), dairy company Arla, Business Sweden and Amnesty 

International discussed how Sweden and Swedish companies can protect human rights and 

contribute to sustainable development when present in high-risk areas. At the seminar Linde took 

the opportunity to announce the news that the Swedish government was to conduct a baseline of 

the National Action Plan on business and human rights to be completed in early 2018.  

Another seminar was arranged by Swedwatch with support from the Swedish Society for Nature 

Conservation (SSNC) at Sida’s annual Development Forum in October 2017. Swedwatch arranged one 

of the conference’s side events, with the title “Companies as human rights defenders?” with 

approximately 180 attendees. In the panel, representatives from H&M, Civil Rights Defenders, the 

law firm Vinge and Birdlife International, Sierra Leone, discussed their experiences and work in 

reversing the shrinking space for human rights defenders and how companies can help counteract 

this trend.  

https://www.etc.se/debatt/lagstifta-om-foretags-ansvar-manskliga-rattigheter
http://www.swedwatch.org/publikation/artikel/oppet-brev-thailand-maste-garantera-yttrandefrihet-arbetstagare-och-mr-forsvarare/
http://www.swedwatch.org/publikation/artikel/oppet-brev-thailand-maste-garantera-yttrandefrihet-arbetstagare-och-mr-forsvarare/
http://www.gp.se/nyheter/debatt/ap-fonderna-m%25C3%25A5ste-f%25C3%25A5-en-gr%25C3%25B6nare-profil-1.4748270
http://www.gp.se/nyheter/debatt/ap-fonderna-m%25C3%25A5ste-f%25C3%25A5-en-gr%25C3%25B6nare-profil-1.4748270


 
 

Shrinking space was also at the center of discussions at the 2017 Development Days hosted by 

CONCORD Sweden. Swedwatch was one of the organisers of round table discussions on the roles and 

responsibilities of companies in regard to a shrinking space for civil society organisations and 

activists.  

In March 2017, Swedwatch participated in a European Parliament conference on mandatory human 
rights due diligence in Brussels and met with the Head of Cabinet to the European Commissioner for 
Trade, as well as with representatives of the Foreign Trade Association. Meetings were part of 
Swedwatch ambitions to raise the issue of transparency in the supply chains of EU imported goods, 
and to improve the possibilities for civil society actors to hold EU companies accountable for negative 
impacts on human rights and the environment. They were also in line with Swedwatch’s aim to 
encourage EU companies to use their leverage and act for remedy to victims of rights violations 
within their supply chains outside of the EU.  
 
In November 2017, Swedwatch participated when the Swedish Institute (SI) organised a two-day 
program in Dhaka, Bangladesh. Day one focused on the opera “Vävoperan”, addressing the 
challenges in the weaving/ textile industry in Bangladesh. The second day focused on a workshop 
exploring opportunities for career advancement for female garment workers in Bangladesh. Together 
with SI, a workshop was also arranged by the Swedish Embassy in Dhaka. At least 30 participants 
were present at the workshop. 
 
Swedwatch also participated in companies’ and other actors’ stakeholder consultations to provide 

input on work relating to corporate responsibility and sustainability. During the reporting period, 

Swedwatch gave input to both national and international stakeholders.  

5.2.3 Capacity development and exchange: trainings on human rights and environment 

Swedwatch conducts trainings and workshops for companies, investors, public authorities, students or 
other relevant actors including stakeholders in the Global South. Following increased requests by the 
latter, Swedwatch identified an added value in designing trainings specifically on elements of business, 
human rights and environment with a focus on providing concrete tools aimed at ensuring 
empowerment, capacity exchange, dialogue and remedy. In 2017, Swedwatch provided training to 
CSOs in the Global South with a focus on research, reporting and monitoring. Swedwatch believes that 
it has an opportunity to become a relevant actor for capacity building and exchange with CSOs and 
affected stakeholders in the Global South on the nexus between business, human rights and 
environment as demand for Swedwatch competence in this area has increased substantially – both 
from partners and as identified added-value on the part of its member organisations. 

Some of the trainings carried out during the year included business, human rights and environment 
training for human rights defenders and CSOs from Liberia and Sierra Leone in Freetown, and a UNGP 
training for entrepreneurs looking to set up companies in Somalia organised by Forum Syd as part of 
their Somali Diaspora Programme. In March 2017, Swedwatch provided a training on how to manage 
risks for forced labour in supply chains organised by CSR Västsverige. Participants attending the 
training included representatives from Volvo, SCA, Göteborg Energi and the University of Gothenburg. 
 

5.2.4 Expert inputs 

Swedwatch conducts lectures in a number of different areas and for different audiences and as an 
expert organisation within our field, Swedwatch is sought after for advice and support in a number of 
ways. Lecture and other expert inputs serve to increase awareness across stakeholder groups and 
increases the likelihood for change. During 2017, Swedwatch held a number of lectures or contributed 
with expert inputs, including: 



 
 

• Swedwatch provided input to the Swedish government’s policy development on business and 
human rights on several occasions and submitted comments to the Swedish Agency for Public 
Management in relation to the baseline study of the Swedish National Action Plan on Business 
and Human Rights (NAP). Swedwatch also attended seminars organised by the Swedish Agency 
for Public Management, where the NAP was further discussed. Swedwatch also submitted 
comments to the Ministry of Foreign Affair’s own follow-up report of the NAP. 

• In March, Swedwatch was invited to participate in a cross-sectorial consultation with the 
secretariat to the Swedish Delegation for the 2030 Agenda. The Delegation is appointed by 
the Government of Sweden with the aim of promoting, facilitating and stimulating the 
implementation of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development. 

• Swedwatch held a lecture for approximately 35 high-school teachers with a specific focus on 
Sustainable Development Goal 12; Sustainable production and consumption. The lecture and 
associated activities during the event organised by Globala Skolan were aimed at raising the 
awareness of teachers on how to integrate the questions of human rights and corporate 
responsibility into students’ curriculum. 

• A lecture for approximately 30 law students was held by Swedwatch at Stockholm University 
in May 2017 about business and human rights with the title "Using the UNGPs in advocacy. 
Stakeholder engagement".  

• Swedwatch provided input on Sida’s development of a Global Strategy for Environment, 
Climate, Oceans, and Sustainable Natural Resources Management 2018-2022. Swedwatch’s 
contribution highlighted the links between climate, natural resources and human rights 
challenges and the need for integrated responses with special considerations for vulnerable 
groups. Further, the complementarities and links between UNGPs, the Paris Agreement and 
the 2030 Agenda were underlined, as was the need to analyse and prevent climate related 
conflicts, an area where Sweden has leverage through its membership in the UN Security 
Council. 

• Swedwatch held a lecture on business and human rights with a focus on the textile industry 
in Bangladesh for approximately 250 teachers from across Sweden during an event organised 
by Globala Skolan at Sida’s offices in Stockholm in May 2017. 

• In May 2017, Swedwatch provided input to a report being prepared by the United Nations 
Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights defenders. The report was presented to 
the UN General Assembly in October 2017. 
 

External commissions 

Swedwatch also conducts external commissions, primarily within the area of social criteria in public 

procurement. These mainly include risk assessments of product categories and trainings. Swedwatch 

completed four larger external commissions during the course of the year;  

• Swedwatch delivered a risk analysis report on FSC certified timber from Cameroon used as 

construction material by the City of Stockholm. The report was based on open sources as well 

as interviews with local and international experts and CSOs. Due to the commission, there is 

an increased awareness on the sustainability level of FSC certified tropical timber from 

Cameroon and the Congo Basin among the project management in the urban planning 

department and the landscape architects responsible for selecting material for construction. 

• Swedwatch delivered a risk analysis report on construction material for Oslo Municipality as 

a requested commission, based on open sources and interviews with companies and 

industrial organisations. Following Swedwatch's delivered commission, there is a raised 



 
 

awareness of risks regarding construction material among public purchasers at Omsorgsbygg, 

the construction department.   

• Risk assessments on 34 different products for the state-level public authority in Norway 

Direktoratet for forvaltning og IKT (Difi) that will be published in the beginning of 2018 on Difi’s 

website (www.anskaffelser.no) to support contracting authorities in the implementation of 

social criteria and human rights in public contracts. 

A multiplier toolkit for companies within the extractive industry and CSOs working on business 

activities in some way. The toolkit was developed for Forum Syd and aims to contribute to 

improvements regarding corporate Human Rights Due Diligence. The content of the toolkit 

includes summaries of the main challenges and human rights impacts linked to extractive 

industries, an introduction to the UNGPs and corporate responsibility to respect human rights. 

It also provided an overview of useful tools, guidelines and other sources of information. The 

multiplier toolkit will be launched in 2018 on Forum Syds website and workshops will be 

carried out with CSOs on how to use it. The English version of the toolkit will be disseminated 

to Forum Syd’s local offices in the Global South and be used in their development programmes 

covering the issue. As Forum Syd has offices in Lithuania (serving Belarus), Colombia, 

Cambodia, Kenya and Somalia it is likely that the toolkit will be used in these locations mainly. 

The toolkit will also be presented to companies so that they can improve their understanding 

of risks in global supply chains and their responsibility to respect human rights and perform 

human rights due diligence. If used properly by companies, the toolkit has the potential to 

create a positive human rights and environmental impact for rights holders and also empower 

local stakeholders to hold companies accountable for their actions.  

6 Results harvested in 2017 

Harvesting change results is critical, both for institutional learning and for verifying that Swedwatch’s 
work is progressing towards impact results for rights holders. When analysing why the changes have 
happened, and if they can be attributed to Swedwatch, both change projects and awareness activities 
during the reporting period, as well as work conducted in previous years, is taken into consideration. 
Most recorded changes were at organisational levels and are thereby delivering impact at a macro-
level in, for example, companies and increasing the likelihood for far-reaching positive change. 
Sections below highlight examples of significant changes in Swedwatch’s three main target groups. 
Several are additional to ones presented in connection with change projects above.   

6.1 Companies & Financial Actors 

This section describes some of the most important changes made during the year within one of 
Swedwatch’s three main target groups. Results related to the change goal that Companies and 
financial actors fulfil the criteria for international practice by applying international environmental and 
human rights standards in their value chains to a greater extent with the help of more stringent 
legislation and active application by government bodies. 

Swedwatch recorded 41 change results during 2017 in companies and financial actors, compared to 
21 in 2016, all linking back to Swedwatch’s reports, follow-up dialogues, external commissions, media 
appearances and other activities. Each individual result recorded represents a far greater reach of 
results and impacts for rights holders. Most of the recorded changes are at the organisational level, 
and thus go beyond awareness or increased knowledge and capacity amongst a smaller number of 
individuals in each company or financial actor’s organisation. 

The sub-categories of target groups included under this component are illustrated in the table below. 

http://www.forumsyd.org/int/Belarus/
http://www.forumsyd.org/int/Colombia/
http://www.forumsyd.org/int/Cambodia/
http://www.forumsyd.org/int/Kenya/


 
 

Table 9 Examples of types of actors in target group 1 

Companies: 

• Listed and unlisted private companies, including fully or partly owned by the state. 

• Industry associations and certification bodies 

• Politicians, decision-makers and officials who develop and implement laws and 
regulations, which govern corporate responsibility and sustainability for businesses. 

Private and public financial actors: 

• Banks 

• Investment funds and institutions 

• Real estate investors 

• Insurance companies 

• Public fund managers (for example state-owned AP funds, and fund managers at county 
councils, municipalities, and universities) 

• Politicians, decision-makers and officials who develop and implement laws and 
regulations, which govern corporate responsibility and sustainability in the financial 
sector. 

 

Target group 1: companies and financial actors – examples of change results: 

• Following Swedwatch’s report Trapped in the Kitchen of the World (2015) on rights violations 
affecting migrant workers in Thailand’s poultry industry, the Axfood Group, a major actor in 
Scandinavia’s food sector, has initiated the development of a remedy guide. The purpose is 
to improve the company’s mitigation efforts and proactive work regarding human rights 
issues. Human rights risks associated with voicing grievances include a court case in Thailand 
in which 14 migrant workers face prison sentences and fines on criminal defamation charges. 
This case is a consequence of the migrant workers’ reports of abuse and rights violations 
allegedly committed by their former employer, the Thammakaset poultry farm, which is part 
of several Nordic food companies’ supply chain. Axfood has also been active in an ad hoc 
working group established by the Business Social Compliance Initiative (BSCI), which aims to 
provide trainings to Axfood’s suppliers in Thailand on ethical recruitment and supply chain 
responsibility.  

• Following the same report, Axfood has also strengthened its CSR-routines with an extra 
questionnaire on migrant workers and ethical recruitment issues for its suppliers in Thailand. 
According to Axfood, suppliers that cannot answer how they secure migrant workers’ rights 
and ensure ethical recruitment processes in a satisfactory manner will not qualify for the 
tender process. Axfoundation/Axfood have furthermore been active in an initiative that 
engages several Nordic companies, including Martin & Servera, COOP and Unil Norway, as 
well as Thailand’s Charoen Pokphand Foods (CPF) in QuizRR, an educational tool and 
knowledge platform on rights, responsibilities and social dialogue for suppliers and buyers, 
developed in Sweden. This tool is planned to be implemented in Thailand's poultry industry 
in September 2018, with an initial launch prepared for 15 factories.  



 
 

• Swedish food supplier Menigo extended its Supplier Code of Conduct to include social and 
ethical criteria, following Trapped in the Kitchen of the World. Furthermore, the company has 
extended and strengthened its capacity with a CSR Manager and a larger 
sustainability/quality unit. According to the company, it has increased its awareness 
regarding human rights risks in its supply chain through intensified and developed dialogue 
with suppliers and producers.  

• During 2017 the Ethics Council representing the four Swedish state pension funds AP1, AP2, 

AP3 and AP4 has been engaging with British American Tobacco, raising human rights and 

environmental supply chain problems described in Swedwatch's report Smokescreens in the 

Supply Chain. In 2016, Swedwatch presented the report findings and recommendations in 

detail to the Ethics Council, who stated that they would take these into consideration when 

engaging with a number of tobacco companies in their portfolio. 

• After a round table discussion on human and labour rights in the Gulf region arranged by 

Swedwatch in December 2016, dairy company Arla has since managed many of the issues 

that were raised in these discussions regarding managing and mitigating risks inherent in the 

different aspects of the Kafala system. Arla has introduced a policy for all its Middle East 

operations under which passports have been returned to all employees at their request. For 

employees that prefer that the employer keep their passports, Arla has introduced routines 

that ensure that employees have access to their passports. According to the company, this 

work is in part a result of Swedwatch’s research and activities on human rights challenges of 

the kafala system and in the Gulf region generally. 

• Arla has also initiated a pilot project to assess the risks related to agencies and 

subcontractors providing blue collar and part-time workers in the Middle East. The purpose is 

to develop a process to prevent violations of human rights in its supply chains and ensure an 

efficient grievance mechanism. Arla is also continuing its project to assess all worker 

accommodations and ensure that its standard is in line with the minimum standard of the 

ILO. After assessment, a number of locations have been renovated and workers have been 

relocated to new facilities. According to Arla, this work is ongoing.  

• Tour operator Apollo has implemented a hotel-selection process that ensures compliance 

with its Code of Conduct. Apollo will also conduct annual seminars and workshops on "ethics, 

values and sustainability". One of the main focus areas for 2018 will be Dubai. This is directly 

in line with recommendations made in the 2015 Swedwatch report Shattered dreams 

produced in collaboration with Fair Action. The report recommended that Apollo and other 

named tour operators regularly review their human rights compliance commitments in hotel 

contracts, starting with locations where risks of adverse human rights impacts are most 

severe. 

• Systembolaget has received updated owner directives from the Swedish Government which 

include more explicit wording on sustainability. The new directives outline that 

Systembolaget consider both social and environmental aspects when purchasing all its 

beverages. Since 2013, Swedwatch and several other actors have been in ongoing dialogue 

with Systembolaget regarding their sustainability efforts as the previous owner directives 

limited the possibilities for Systembolaget to include social criteria in its purchasing practices. 

The new owner directives are now in line with Swedwatch recommendations communicated 

both in dialogue forums as well as earlier reports, including From grape to glass (2015). 

• During a follow-up meeting with Svenska Spel, the company stated that - as a result of the 

Swedwatch report Mänskliga rättigheter på hal is - it now conducts human rights risks 

assessments for all major sports events that it sponsors. It has also developed sponsorship 

guidelines regarding human rights. According to representatives of Svenska Spel the 



 
 

guidelines have sparked an interest on human rights in several other Swedish sports 

associations. 

• Diakonia, one of Swedwatch’s member organisations, has used the 2015 Swedwatch report 

on conflict minerals Far from reality, and the outcomes of the project relating to the report, 

in its dialogue with decision makers in Europe and Sweden and with Swedish media. 

Swedwatch’s work has constituted an important platform in Diakonia’s conflict mineral 

awareness raising activities, which include lectures targeting students, congregations, youth 

groups and the general public. The report has also been used in advocacy work and 

awareness raising with Swedish companies and consumers. As a result, several actors have 

taken direct and indirect action to enhance their internal policies on conflict minerals. As an 

example, one of Sweden’s largest retail chains for private customers has educated its staff in 

all its stores about the issue.   

• According to fashion company Gina Tricot, the company uses the Swedwatch report A Lost 

Revolution as a base to understand the risks for the women workers at Bangladeshi factories. 

The associated film produced by Swedwatch, which highlights the risks faced by female 

factory workers, is also used as an educational tool for suppliers in Bangladesh.  

• Swedwatch took part in a stakeholder-involvement interview with Gofi Aldstam, 

sustainability manager at medical supplies company OneMed which has worked to improve 

policies and procedures regarding human rights impacts. Swedwatch contributed with 

information regarding risks in the manufacturing sector in South East Asia and the Pacific, 

leading to increased individual awareness and will feed into the sustainability processes of 

the company. 

6.2 Public Actors 

This section describes changes in policy and practice amongst public actors. For this target group, 
Swedwatch goal is that Public-sector bodies apply international environmental and human rights 
standards in procurement processes and investments to a greater extent and fulfil the criteria for 
international best practice with the help of more stringent legislation that is actively applied. 

In total Swedwatch recorded 22 change results during 2017 within this target group, compared to 20 
in 2016, all linking back to Swedwatch’s reports, follow-up dialogues, commissions and media inputs. 
Many of the recorded changes are at the organisational level, and thus go beyond awareness or 
increased knowledge and capacity amongst a smaller number of individuals in each organisation.  

The sub-categories of target groups included under this component are illustrated in the table below. 

Table 10 Examples of types of actors in target group 2 

Public actors: 

• Public authorities (at state level) 

• County councils (Landsting) 

• Municipalities (Kommuner) 

• Politicians, decision-makers and officials who develop and implement laws and 
regulations which govern corporate responsibility and sustainability for public 
procurement and investments. 

 

Target group 2: public actors – examples of change results, 2017: 



 
 

• As a result of the on-going dialogue with Swedwatch, based on the report Trapped in the 
Kitchen of the World (2015), representatives for SKL Kommentus Central Purchasing Body, 
representing 90 Swedish municipalities and Sweden’s 21 county councils, conducted audits 
of chicken factories in Thailand. Discrepancies were observed and documented during the 
audits, for example concerning salary issues for the migrant workers in the factories. 
According to representatives of SKL, the findings of the audits were reported to the factory 
management and corrective action was requested. The experience, information and 
knowledge collected by the Swedish representatives who participated in the audits will help 
improve socially responsible procurement practices of food products with origin in Thailand. 

• In May, Swedish Parliament ratified the International Labour Organization’s Protocol of 2014 
to the Forced Labour Convention 1930, which aims to combat forced labour including human 
trafficking. Swedwatch, together with Amnesty International, Fair Action and Union to Union 
encouraged a ratification by the Swedish government in an op-ed in March 2017.  

• Swedwatch provided a risk analysis for the City of Stockholm which informed purchasing 
practices and contributed to an increased awareness on the sustainability level of FSC 
certified tropical timber from Cameroon and the Congo Basin. 

• The Environmental Protection Agency of Sierra Leone (EPA) visited affected communities 
after Swedwatch alerted them of severe water problems at a bioenergy project site. Shortly 
after the local launch of the report in Sierra Leone, a local NGO informed Swedwatch that 
due to Swedwatch’s engagement with the EPA, the local community now has access to 
water. 

• The risk analyses conducted by Swedwatch for public procurement of construction materials 
for Oslo municipality in Norway were published on the online public procurement hub 
www.anskaffelser.no. Information on the site is used by contracting authorities in the search 
for information on human rights risks connected to their supply chains. This therefore will 
contribute to significant increase of awareness among purchasing authorities.  

• In August, Systembolaget signed a Memorandum of Understanding with Unionen stating that 
employed staff at wine producing companies shall have the right to form unions and that 
reported abuses must be investigated and addressed by Systembolaget. In Swedwatch’s 
2013 report From grape to glass, Swedwatch highlighted problems such as low salaries, 
discrimination against unionised workers and harsh working conditions for employees at 
wineries among Systembolaget’s customers. Since the report, Swedwatch and member 
organisation Afrikagrupperna and Latinamerikagrupperna (that are also members of the 
campaign group Rättvis vinhandel) have raised these issues in dialogue with Systembolaget.  

• Through a full-day workshop organised by Swedwatch in Stockholm in November 2017, 9 
public procurement officers from state and municipal level have strengthened capacity 
through increased awareness on how to include social criteria in public procurement, risks in 
global supply chains and monitoring of suppliers. 

6.3 Swedwatch’s Partners in the Global South 

This section describes positive impacts and increased empowerment and have helped improve the 
lives of stakeholders in the Global South, who constitute one of Swedwatch’s most important target 
groups. The goal is that “Stakeholders in the Global South affected by Swedish business interests and 
investments have increased awareness of companies’ responsibilities and are actively involved in 
dialogues and advocacy work to defend their environmental and human rights.”. 

The sub-categories of target groups included under this component are illustrated in the table below. 
In total Swedwatch recorded 13 change results during 2017 within this target group, up from 4 in 2016, 
all linking back to Swedwatch’s reports, follow-up dialogues, commissions and media appearances. 

http://www.anskaffelser.no/


 
 

Many of the recorded changes are at the organisational level, and thus go beyond awareness or 
increased knowledge and capacity amongst a smaller number of individuals in each organisation.  

 

Table 11 Examples of types of actors in target group 3 

Swedwatch partners in the Global South: 

• NGOs/CSOs 

• Researchers/journalists/media 

• Labour unions 

• Community groups 

 

Target group 3: partners in the Global South – examples of change results: 

Swedwatch has significantly increased its focus on ensuring the achievement of goals for stakeholders 
in the Global South, which has yielded substantial results. Swedwatch is incorporating findings and 
lessons-learnt into planning for 2018 with increased scoping, activities and partnerships in the Global 
South and further assurance of rights-perspective. Results captured within this target group increased 
significantly during the reporting period. Examples are provided below. 

• Since the launch of the report Smokescreens in the supply chain, tobacco farmers contracted 

by British American Tobacco (BAT) in Chittagong Hilltracts and Chakoria, Bangladesh, have 

been provided with improved contracts in local language, which also include clauses on price 

and quantity of tobacco. This is a first important step towards strengthening the bargaining 

power and reduce vulnerabilities of thousands of BAT’s tobacco contract farmers who have 

been impacted by the company’s unpredictable buying practices and prices. If combined with 

the establishment of associations which truly represent the interests of farmers and 

agricultural workers, this may result in better conditions and incomes for poorer farming 

households. 

• During the launch of the report Silent approval, Arie Rompas from Indonesian NGO Walhi 

Kalteng and Mutang Urud, indigenous rights activist from Sarawak, Malaysia, were invited as 

expert guests. They gained access to Scandinavian investor representatives, gave expert 

input to a sustainable investment advisory company and participated in a CSO forum on 

sustainable palm oil. This has helped ensure that stakeholders present had the rights-

perspective at center of discussion. 

• Rights holders from the Long Teran Kanan community in Malaysia – one of the communities 

depicted in Swedwatch’s report Silent Approval – whose rights to land, forests and 

livelihoods have been affected by palm oil company IOI, have been empowered through a 

renewed community consultation process. This is a result of many years of efforts by local 

and international NGOs’ support to the community, and likely a contribution from 

Swedwatch research, company dialogue and media attention in connection to the report. 

Provided the consultation process is successfully concluded and results in community 

remedy and compensation, this would enable the Long Teran Kanan community to remain in 

their current location and maintain their community, their livelihoods, culture and heritage 

for the future. 



 
 

• Following a Swedwatch scoping visit to Myanmar in 2016, whereby Swedwatch provided an 

overview of business and human rights trends and challenges to member of the Act Alliance 

network, members of the alliance began to incorporate business and human rights into its 

work in the country. This has been directly attributed to Swedwatch’s visit. 

• In connection to work on the report Childhood Lost, Swedwatch facilitated contact between 

the Swedish Embassy in Kinshasa and local human rights organisations Groupe d'Appui aux 

Exploitants des Ressources Naturelles (GAERN) and The Consortium Communautaire pour la 

Prévention contre l’exploitation des l’Enfant et de la Femme dans les sites miniers 

(COCOPEF). This has underpinned efforts in the country to ensure dialogue across 

stakeholders who jointly strive to improve the human rights situation in the DRC. 

• The organisation Zimbabwe Coalition on Debt and Development (ZIMCODD) expressed 

through its partner organisation, Afrikagrupperna, that it has accessed new channels to 

conduct advocacy in the field of business and human rights in connection to the report 

Childhood Lost. While in Stockholm, representatives of ZIMCODD were interviewed by media 

and in a film, published by Afrikagrupperna, expressed the need for fairer diamond 

production. This furthers the empowerment of local organisations to work push for change 

and to raise awareness amongst their members and networks. 

• In connection to the report launch of No business, No rights in Sierra Leone, a training was 

arranged with the purpose of increasing local knowledge about business and human rights. 

The training focused primarily on international norms, guidelines and mechanisms as well as 

training on research and reporting on business and human rights issues. The training also 

served to connect human rights defenders from Sierra Leone and Liberia who, following the 

training, saw added value in working more together on sectors and issues common to both 

countries.  

• Challenges facing local communities in Brazil due to investments from, among others, 

Swedish pension fund the Second AP-fund through a US investment fund was at the centre of 

Swedwatch’s 2013 report Investeringar utan insyn. The report has since its launch been part 

of advocacy work and awareness raising by several organisations, including Swedwatch’s 

member organization Solidarity Sweden-Latin America and their local partners.  

6.4 Analysis of Change Results 

Swedwatch’s results-based monitoring and evaluation systems helps ensure continuous learning as 
regards what works well and where there is room for improvement. While the learning process is 
continuous and logged on an on-going basis, the Swedwatch team held two analytic workshops in 
September 2017 and February 2018 to allow for the broader capture of results and lessons-learnt that 
has fed into plans going forward. During the February 2018 workshop Swedwatch’s member 
organisations also joined to address the value-added of the co-operation and the participation of 
member organisations at the M&E and learning workshops proved to be significant. Discussions on 
future work and the harvesting of results improved markedly. Also, during workshops, member 
organisations gave many examples of how Swedwatch reports have successfully had been used both 
advocacy, stakeholder dialogues, capacity-building and in awareness raising activities. Based on an 
overview of activities, outputs and change results, the team together with member organisations 
reflected on Swedwatch’s role in contributing to the results, and defined success factors and areas for 
improvement in programme implementation. For example, in order to maximise the realisation of 
goals for stakeholders in the Global South, Swedwatch will be mainstreaming captured lessons-learnt 
outcomes into planning both within change projects and other activities.  

Following analysis, different activities and approaches designed to maximise and increase results were 
identified. Below are some of those identified as opportunities to increase results: 



 
 

• An increase in trainings and dialogue forums in business, human rights and the environment 
abroad for stakeholders in the Global South. This has requested by rights holders across the 
countries that Swedwatch has been actively engaged in, either through scoping trips, 
investigations or local launches. This would serve to increase the capacity and ownership of 
projects and would underpin efforts for constructive dialogue between stakeholders. 

• Increased work with reports and change projects following launches as this substantially 
increases the potential to create long lasting change for all stakeholders. This should include 
follow-up ideas for larger projects from an earlier stage in order to continue the momentum 
of change. The specific format of follow-ups will depend on the project and resources available 
and will be integrated in the project review. 

• The production of content in local languages, subject to analysis of risks and added value. This 
may include reports but also articles and op-ed pieces. 

• Increased coordination, planning and the execution of research and activities with member 
organisations in order to create synergies and provide expertise on business, human rights and 
environment for their local partners. 

• More focus on round tables and other dialogue forums. These should include target groups 
from previous reports since they have the potential to revive research and continue the 
momentum for change within target groups. This “lessons learned” from previous years has 
continued to be implemented with significant success, particularly when local representatives 
from the Global South have attended.  

• Exploration on how to work more with national, local and grass-roots media in the Global 
South. While this can be done through the individual communication/launch plan for each 
specific change project, it is important to note that there is a significant risk assessment 
component that needs to be considered before it can be implemented. 

• Swedwatch will continue to ensure that the timing of change project launches is the best 
possible as this will increase the potential for the findings and recommendations to reach 
target groups and affect change.   

• Continued efforts to go beyond sustainability units in companies and to ensure that CEOs, 
boards, and other influential departments within each organisation are provided with 
materials including reports. This will help ensure that issues are raised at the highest levels. 
Swedwatch has done this increasingly with projects and briefing meetings after publications, 
this has proven to be very valuable in establishing a constructive dialogue with key persons 
within companies. 

• Swedwatch has and will continue to increase efforts for more dialogue with Swedish and other 
embassies and consulates both prior to and post projects. 

• Increased dialogue with other organisations in Sweden and abroad who have similar or 
complementing focus on business, human rights and environment. This has led to an increased 
consolidation and awareness generally and also has allowed for strategic partnerships with 
several actors. 

 

7 Swedwatch in the media 

Swedwatch aims is to push issues regarding business impacts on human rights and the environment 
high on the agenda. Swedwatch’s goal in this regard is to provide new angles to current debates and 
to draw attention to issues at an early stage.  

In 2017, Swedwatch continued to get significant coverage of reports and other activities and was 
mentioned around 200 times in Swedish editorial news media. Through writing reports in English, and 



 
 

by covering issues that are relevant to stakeholders across the globe, Swedwatch was also mentioned 
about 100 times in international news media. For example, Swedwatch report findings were picked up 
in magazines or other news outlets in countries such as Brazil2, South Africa3, Guyana4, Indonesia5 and 
the US6. Mentions include articles covering findings in reports as well as articles with expert comments 
or quotes from Swedwatch. As the figures do not include non-editorial hits, i.e. when Swedwatch has 
been mentioned in blogs or social media, they should be seen as a minimum.  

In order to maximise media coverage, communication plans are developed both for change projects 
and for awareness activities. These include the promotion of key messages in different channels such 
as traditional media, op-ed pieces and social media.  

 

Table 11 Followers on social media 

 

 

Swedwatch is also regularly contacted by media for expertise on issues regarding business, human 
rights and environment. Media appearances outside the context of projects or reports included:  
interviews in Swedish digital publication KIT on human rights risks in Chinese supply chains; Swedish 
news agency TT about Corporate Social Responsibility and Swedish companies entering markets in 
Africa; Studio Ett, Swedish Radio P1, about corporate responsibility in the Mekong region; and an 
interview with Göteborgs-Posten about the environmental impacts of mobile phones and the 
connection to conflict minerals. 

During 2017 a new Swedwatch website was launched. The website was designed to more clearly 
illustrate Swedwatch’s role, work and focus areas and to make visible the perspectives of and situation 
for rights holders, as well as addressing other key target groups. The website has a fully developed 
version in English, which is part of Swedwatch’s ambition to being able to reach out to and be relevant 
to stakeholders and target groups outside of Sweden.  

 

                                                           
22 http://brazilbusiness.einnews.com/article/377740442/live 
3 https://www.iol.co.za/capetimes/news/negative-impact-of-mining-discussed-7642786 
4 https://www.stabroeknews.com/2017/news/world/11/29/calls-to-end-africas-horrific-land-deals-after-
indian-firms-fallout/ 
5 http://jakartaglobe.id/environment/scandinavian-banks-fund-borneo-rainforest-abuses-campaigners 
6 http://okcfox.com/news/fox-25-investigates/capitol-controversy-as-state-cuts-out-oklahoma-producer-in-
favor-of-foreign-imports 
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For more information about Swedwatch’s work and our focus areas please visit www.swedwatch.org.  

http://www.swedwatch.org/

